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Abstract 

The global stiffness behaviour of modular-based two storey timber structures was 

studied under prescribed horizontal displacements at the upper corners of the volume 

modules. To be able to study this behaviour, a numerical finite element model was 

created in Abaqus. A parametric study was performed in which the geometry and 

spring stiffness of joints were varied until the enough stiff module was attained for 

safe transfer of shear forces through the module structure. The FE-model was 

parameterized to have possibility to vary positions of door and window openings in 

the volume modules. These openings had influence on the global structural behaviour 

of the two storey module structure since the side wall with two openings showed less 

reaction forces at its top corner point A compared to the other wall point B. In 

addition, the module#3 was assigned with small spring stiffness in x-direction 

representing friction in the joint between the volume modules. This was done without 

uplift plates and angle brackets. The findings showed that there was significant slip-

deformation between the volume modules and small reaction forces at points A and 

B. The spring stiffness value in x-direction was varied until large value was obtained 

which resulted in overall shear deformations of the walls in both volume modules. 

When the angle bracket and the uplift plates were introduced between the modules 

when small spring stiffness along the joint between the volume modules was used, 

the results showed that most of the shear forces were transferred through the angle 

brackets instead of the fastener joints between the modules. Moreover, the results 

showed that the reaction forces at the points A and B increased when the angle 

brackets were assigned in the module. Furthermore, the results also showed that 

uplift plates used in the model worked well for simulations with low vertical spring 

stiffness between the modules.  

 

Keyword: Modular-based timber structure, FE-simulations, parameterized modelling, 

spring stiffness, friction, angle brackets and uplift plates. 
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1. Introduction 

For many centuries, timber has been used as a structural material in 

buildings, bridges and some other structures basically as load carrying 

members. Building with timber has many benefits, notably among them is 

that timber has a relatively high strength-to-weight ratio compared to other 

structural material as concrete and steel. This results in buildings with light 

weight structural components which lead to reduction in dead load of the 

buildings. Light weight structural materials also provide additional benefits 

in ease of lifting and overall savings in cost and construction time [1]. 

In Sweden, 90 percent of all single-storey buildings have timber as the main 

structural component [2]. In recent times, advanced technologies and the 

drive to solve the devastating effects of climate change (CO2 emission) have 

increased the demand for timber buildings and structures. This is because 

43% reduction in CO2 emission can be achieved if buildings and structures 

are built with timber but not concrete [3].  

According to recent statistics from Boverket (National Board of Housing), 

Sweden has a huge housing deficit. Out of 290 municipals in Sweden, 250 

have reported a shortage in housing. To solve this problem, Sweden needs to 

build 700,000 housing units by 2025 [4]. The wood construction industry 

has over the years built houses using prefabricated volume modules 

basically for single-family houses [3]. Furthermore, for these manufacturers 

to meet the housing demand and increase production, multi-storey timber 

buildings up to 6-8 floors built with volume modules has been identified as a 

potential solution to the housing crisis. To achieve safe design of modular-

based multi-storey timber buildings, more research is needed to investigate 

the global behaviour of these structures and the mechanical connection 

between the prefabricated volume modules to come up with the possible 

solutions of these connections.   
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1.1 Background and problem description 

In construction industry today, it has become a challenge to fulfill the 

sustainable goal of 2030 through use of natural resources for benefit of 

present and future generation [5]. To minimize this challenge and its impact 

on the environment, the use of renewable construction materials like timber 

has to be adapted. Prefabricated timber volume modules save time in 

construction of houses compared to more traditional building methods, but 

connections between volume modules must be taken into consideration since 

timber connections are often referred to as the weakest points in any timber 

structure [6]. The industry for prefabricated volume modules is an increasing 

sector in Sweden. Numbers of the house manufacturers that have used these 

modules initially for single family houses are now expanding their 

production of the volume modules for multi-storey houses up to 6-8 floors. 

This has become a crucial challenge for the producers, researchers and 

engineers since available design procedures for the design of these timber 

houses have not yet been implemented for these types of houses [3]. 

 In a recent study on individual timber volume modules subjected to 

horizontal static loads on the gable wall, it was found that it can occur a 

significant slip deformation between the floor and the wall elements. This 

slip deformation is important to check since it can affect the stability of the 

entire timber building. The reasons which account for slip deformation 

between the wall and floor element is that the mechanical screw joints 

between these elements is not stiff enough to prevent the slip deformation. 

To control the effect of this problem, strong mechanical connections have to 

be developed. With a parameterized model, the stiffness value for the 

connection can be varied until strong connection is achieved [3]. 

In modelling mechanical joints of a timber structure, many researchers use 

spring elements to simulate fasteners [7]. In the models developed in [3, 8] 

springs were only used for coupling fasteners to wood and the fasteners 

themselves were modelled with beam elements. It is also important to use 

correct spring stiffness values (especially translational springs) at the 

connection nodes to simulate the accurate slip deformation behaviour of the 

joints between the volume modules in all directions [3]. 

For increased number of floors, the structure is exposed to higher wind load; 

the wind load acting on the structure is transferred between the floor 

elements and down to the lateral walls as shear forces between these wall 

and floor elements.  Under excessive wind exposures on high timber 

building, this load case can lead to the separation of floors if mechanical 

connections are not considered [2]. In this case, some parts of the design of 

the volume module need to be re-done and enhanced especially regarding 

connection design and stability issues. For high timber buildings, the 

connections between the volume modules and the ground anchor joints are 

most critical joints since they simply define the global stiffness of the 
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building although all connections in the volumes have to be taken into 

account for overall response of the structure. 

To avoid separation of floors (in this case connection between volume 

modules), special steel connectors (angle brackets to prevent horizontal 

sliding and thin hole plates to prevent uplift) at four corners between the 

volumes are needed. These connectors keep the volumes in position by 

withstanding the uplift forces at the corner points where the horizontal load 

is applied and horizontal compression at the opposite side [3]. To study the 

stiffness and nonlinear capacity behaviour of timber connections in the 

volume module, a FE model is needed instead of standard procedures used 

in design of joint that assumes the linear elastic analysis [8].  

In practice, Euro code 5 [9] is used in which the load carrying capacity of a 

laterally loaded single fastener per shear plane can be obtained. In the 

volume module, there are some joints that consist of number of elements 

that cannot easily be handled using [9] in which maximum of two shear 

planes are considered. For example, the bottom beam, particle board and 

bottom rail of a volume module are fastened together by different types of 

fasteners. The connection between the roof elements of two modules is also 

combination of mechanical and friction joint. The roof beam is continuously 

joined to particle boards and the top rail of the volume below [3]. Using the 

standard approach in [9] for these connections can lead to inaccuracy in 

determining the load carrying capacity since they are long and they involve 

friction and different types of fasteners through the same shear planes. 

Instead a finite element model is needed to study this type of connections to 

be able to simulate the global structural response of these types of houses. 

This study will focus on reliable mechanical joints between prefabricated 

timber volume modules that have to be able to cater for high horizontal wind 

loads on multi-storey buildings. Another factor that has significant influence 

on design of these types of connections is that the shear force loading is 

strongly varying along the joint. Factors that have influence on these are for 

example friction of the joint, stiffness of mechanical corner fittings and size 

and location of openings of the shear walls. 
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1.2 Aim and purpose 

The aim of this work is to study the global behaviour of timber structures 

made of prefabricated volume modules with focus on stiffness of mechanical 

connections between different structural elements when subjected to 

horizontal wind loads. This research work will also study the influence of 

wall openings on the global stiffness of the structure. This will be performed 

by developing parameterized FE model of the volume modules using several 

geometrical parameters that can be easily varied to study the global 

mechanical response and connection behaviour of the modular-based timber 

structures under different loading conditions.  

The purpose of this study is to establish sufficient and reliable mechanical 

joints between the prefabricated volume modules to be used by engineers in 

the design of multi-storey timber buildings.  

 

1.3 Hypothesis and limitations 

       Hypothesis        

 The study hypothesized that, the global 3D structural behaviour of 

modular-based timber structures can be analyzed by relatively simple FE-

model using spring, beam and shell elements to simulate whole wooden 

components and all mechanical connections. The stiffness of different 

spring elements is used to define the slip moduli of the mechanical timber 

connections. 

 Dowel type connections can be critical parts of the structure studied 

despite they are efficient way to transfer shear forces caused by the wind 

load acting on volume modules. 

 

      Limitations  

 This numerical study is limited to structure made of two volume modules 

of wood using parameterized 3D structural element based FE-model. 

 The study will concentrate only on horizontal loads caused by wind. 

 Moisture influences in the volume modules will not be taken into 

consideration since it is assumed that the volumes will be fabricated 

indoor and transported to site and assembled in short time. 
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 No fracture or other failure mechanics of the mechanical connections are 

modelled in this study. 

 The model results have not been validated yet by experimental tests. 

1.4 Reliability, validity and objectivity 

A parameterized finite element model of the volume modules was developed 

using python scripting in Abaqus/CAE. This was done through simulation of 

all elements in the volume including metal fasteners as beam elements. The 

mechanical coupling between the timber elements, the particle boards and 

plasterboards and the metal fasteners was made by special spring/dashpot 

elements. The parameterized model will improve the reliability and accuracy 

of the result since several structural responses can be achieved by varying 

the stiffness and geometric parameters until satisfactory results are obtain.  

Some results from the study will be checked with European design code for 

timber structures [9]. The FE model also relies on a previously proposed 

model in [3]. 
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2. Literature review 

2.1 General 

Mechanical connections are essential parts of timber structures and are often 

made up of two or more members joined together with one or more 

mechanical fasteners. In recent years, several researchers have conducted 

studies which relate to mechanical connections of timber structural 

components such as shear walls, beam to beam connections among others. 

However, few research studies have been done on mechanical connections 

between prefabricated volume modules used for the construction of multi-

storey timber buildings. In this chapter past research works of mechanical 

connections in timber volume modules will be summarized and the outcome 

presented briefly. 

2.2 Connections in timber volume module 

The study conducted in [3] plays important role in developing stable timber 

volume module that can withstand significant horizontal wind loadings. It 

involved the development of a simple and effective FE model in which the 

geometry and mechanical connections of the volume module were 

parameterized. The model examined on how the mechanical joints between 

walls and floor elements, and roof elements and walls behaved under static 

horizontal loads. Fasteners were simulated as beam elements being coupled 

with spring elements by using three translational and three rotational degrees 

of freedom [3]. 

In addition, for estimated stiffness of fasteners and coupling elements, the 

studied timber wall loaded in-plane shear action showed a significant out-of- 

plane bending. The bending occurs because the wall is loaded in centre of 

gravity plane for the timber frame instead of centre of gravity plane for the 

wall. The computational time of this wall model was only 52 seconds for 

standard laptop computer. This shows an effective model in time although 

the wall is only a component in a full volume module. It was shown that, 

when two different walls; one with door and window openings and one 

without openings being subjected to horizontal load of 45kN at the top of the 

wall, the wall with openings had only 78% of the stiffness compared to the 

other wall [3]. 

Furthermore, when a full wall module (four walls without floor elements) 

was simulated, it was found that the force to produce a displacement of 

10mm at the top corner is significantly higher than for the individual walls 

due to the out-of-plane bending stiffness of the corner joints of the wall 

module. The entire volume module was simulated as two models that is one 

with a ceiling and one without ceiling. When the same horizontal load was 
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applied on both structures, the module without the ceiling shows significant 

out-of-plane bending compared with a module with ceiling. Moreover, it 

was found that, after applying a static load on roof element there became a 

noticeable slip displacement between the floor elements and wall elements.  

The gable wall elements showed also significant out-of-plane bending. The 

slip displacement in the joints could be reduced by increasing the stiffness of 

the spring elements. This results in highly increased global shear stiffness of 

the volume module. Finally, the use of beams and spring elements as 

connector elements increased the effectiveness of the model especially 

regarding the computational time. The total simulation time took only 

5.5min for entire volume module [3]. However, to validate the model and its 

findings an experimental study needs to be carried out. This was not covered 

under this study. 

The study presented in [7] established how joints in shear wall made of 

sheathing and timber frame works on both single fastener level and on entire 

shear wall level. The simulation of individual fastener was performed by use 

of pair of nonlinear spring elements under monotonic increase in 

displacement. For each fastener, a pair of load-displacement curves was 

required to define the orthogonal properties of fastener. The sheathing-to-

framing joint was loaded experimentally in in-plane-shear both parallel and 

perpendicular to fibre direction of the timber frame in which the maximum 

displacements u1 and u2 were 60 and 40mm respectively. Above these 

maximum displacements, the joints cannot carry any more loads especially 

when uncoupled spring model is adopted. 

In addition, the study compared the effectiveness of the models using 

uncoupled and coupled pair of springs. It was revealed by FE- model that the 

uncoupled pair of spring results in large stiffness and strengths for load 

directions between the two orthogonal spring directions [7]. The coupled 

hyper-elastic model showed similar tendency as uncoupled model although 

it shows path-independency due to the interaction between the springs. 

Furthermore, a full shear wall was modelled with either coupled or 

uncoupled pair of springs which had impact on the global behaviour of the 

shear wall. The coupled spring model was preferred but more experiments 

are needed to verify the properties in 3D space instead of 2D space [7]. It is 

convenient to use the same connection model for the single fastener model 

as for the entire shear wall model otherwise the uncoupled model has to be 

adopted instead [7]. 

In [7] all mechanical shear connection between the sheaths and the timber 

frame were modelled as two-dimensional spring joints that were particularly 

oriented parallel and perpendicular to the wood fibres of the frame structure. 

This gives understanding on how elongation of springs could be treated to 

define orthogonal properties of the connection elements. When it comes to 

simulation of the 3D volume modules of wood, a more complex geometrical 
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state occurs due to orientation of the different elements used. When 

orthogonal shear walls are to be analyzed, the 2D approach can still be used 

through the re-orientation of coupled springs at the particular point of 

interest. 

The three-dimensional modelling of individual volume module developed in 

[3] provides more knowledge concerning the global 3D displacements 

behaviour of a module. The use of spring, beam and shell elements rather 

than solid elements brought an effective model in term of computational 

time using the commercial software Abaqus. The aim of this study is to 

study numerically global behaviour of timber structures with focus on the 

mechanical connections between two volume modules by varying the 

stiffness of the mechanical bracket joint, coupling beams and the coupling 

springs. A parametric study will be conducted to study the shear force 

distribution in this mechanical connection when the upper volume module is 

subjected to horizontal loads. The study will be focus on possible ways to 

design reliable joints regarding balancing stiffness between mechanical 

brackets joints and friction joint along the model length. This will be 

performed through parameterized modelling where stiffness of the 

connections and geometrical configurations of the volume modules (i.e. 

different wall openings) can varied until reliable connections are achieved. 
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3. Theory 

3.1Wood as construction material 

Wood is a renewable material that is obtained from the forest and 

contributes significantly to the economic growth of many countries in the 

world. For example, in Sweden slightly over twelve percent of the overall 

exports came from the wood industry in 2014 [6]. In recent times, the 

demand for using wood in construction has increased because more use of 

wood and engineering wood-based products can significantly reduce global 

carbon dioxide emissions and fossil fuel consumption used to produce other 

structural elements made of concrete and steel. Also, with the advancement 

in timber building technology, different engineered wood products with 

improved mechanical properties have contributed significantly in reducing 

the limitations in using wood as a construction material. 

Wood is a complex material and several factors contribute to this 

complicated nature of wood. One of these factors is it complex fibre 

structure and composition of the wood material. Wood is made up of three 

main elements; 50 percent carbon, 6 percent hydrogen and 44 percent 

oxygen in a form of hemicellulose, cellulose and lignin [6].  The interaction 

between the elements of the wood composition as well as the orientation of 

wood fibres give rise to the basic behaviour of wood called orthotropy. This 

behaviour to a large extent governs the use of wood as a construction 

material. Wood can be classified into two main groups of species namely, 

softwood (e.g. spruce and pine) and hardwood as for example beech and 

birch. However, in the wood construction sector, softwood species are much 

more common [6]. 

3.1.1 Mechanical properties 

There are two main type of properties of wood namely, mechanical and 

physical properties. However, this study will emphasize mostly on the 

mechanical properties because the volume modules considered in this study 

are produced in well controlled indoor climate and transported to site and 

erected in short time. Therefore, moisture content variation effects are out of 

the scope of this Master’s thesis. 

Mechanical wood behaviour is highly influenced by numerous factors and 

properties. The two predominant mechanical properties that govern the 

structural behaviour of timber constructions are strength and stiffness 

properties of the wood material. However, due to the orthotropic nature of 

wood the strength and stiffness vary greatly between the orthotropic material 

directions. Wood is also an inhomogeneous material with various types of 

knot-related defects which results in different strength properties for 
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different loading conditions such as tension, compression and bending. 

Another factor that affects the wood behaviour is the loading time. For 

example, the bending strength of timber decreases with increasing loading 

time. 

 Moreover, the cross-sectional dimension of the timber beam members (size 

effect) also affects the mechanical properties of wood. This is often 

explained by the weakest link theory which says that “a chain subjected to 

tension is never stronger than its weakest link” [6]. This means that for 

wood beams there is a higher probability of large defects to occur in large 

size members than in small size members. However, in timber design 

according to EC5 [9] some of these phenomenon are taking care of by 

modification factors such as kmod, kh and kvol. These are altering coefficients 

for load duration and moisture content variation, member size effect and 

volume effect in tension perpendicular to grain respectively. 

3.1.2 Engineered wood products 

Solid wood products as a construction material have some limitations. 

Notably among the limitations are the relatively small dimension of sawn 

timber, attack by wood destroying fungi, large variation in its mechanical 

properties and moisture related distortions. To solve this shortcoming, 

researchers and engineers over the years have developed technologies which 

increase use of sawn timber boards, veneer, particles and fibres by jointing 

them together with adhesives. These technologies result in production of 

many advanced engineered wood-based products with increased 

dimensional stability, more resistance against destroying fungi, reduced 

moisture content and more importantly with improved mechanical properties 

[6]. 

Some of the engineered wood products produced and used in timber 

construction are glued laminated timber (Glulam), laminated veneer lumber 

(LVL), cross laminated timber (CLT), plywood, oriented strand boards 

(OSB), fibre boards among others. This study considers both structural 

timber and engineered wood-based products which are used in the studied 

timber volume modules. 

3.2 Dowel-type mechanical connections 

Most timber elements need to be connected to each other to be able to 

transfer shear forces, normal forces and moments through the structure. 

Traditionally when metal fasteners were not available, a stiff and strong 

wood dowels were used to connect timber elements together, but the load 

carrying capacity of these fasteners was limited. Nowadays, metal fasteners 

such as nails, screws, nail plates, bolts and punched metal fastener are 

mostly used in construction of timber structures, see Figure 1. These metal 
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fasteners should be strong enough to transfer forces to enhance the stability 

of the entire structure [6]. 

 

 

Figure 1:(a)Nail plate (b) punched metal plate fasteners[6] 

In timber volume modules there are numerous types of the mechanical 

connections. For the timber walls, there are nail or screw joints between the 

timber frame and the wood-based boards such as particles board and gypsum 

boards. Additionally, mechanical wood-wood joints are between the wall 

elements at the corners and between the floor elements, and the top/bottom 

rails as well as between two volume modules where angle brackets, nail 

plates and fasteners like nails, screws or bolts are used. Often these 

connections are referred as weak zones in the module [3]. In principle the 

horizontal wind load is transferred in timber structure through a diaphragm 

to the stabilizing shear walls through the mechanical connections. The shear 

stress in the shear walls are then transferred to the bottom rail which is 

connected to the foundation through friction and other means of resistance 

[7].  

3.2.1 Load carrying capacity 

A mechanical connection is intended to carry sufficiently the external forces 

and bending moments acting on each dowel group. A dowel in a timber joint 

is oriented perpendicular to the direction of forces and when they are 

applied, it becomes in mechanical contact with the surrounding wood 

surface and transfers the pressure on it as a beam to the other wood member. 

This contact pressure is a measure on how much the timber need to carry 

under the loading. For the joints with thick timber member compared to 

diameter of the dowels, the metal fastener will be highly bended and develop 

plastic hinge(s) depending on the number of shear planes in the connection 

[6, 9, 10]. 

The load carrying capacity in a joint depends on the embedment strength of 

the wood, fh, the yield moment of the dowel, My and the rope effect of the 
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dowel, Fax. Furthermore, the capacity of connection depends on surface 

roughness of the dowel and its size [6, 9]. 

3.2.1.1 Embedment strength of the wood 

Embedment strength of the wood is the average contact pressure the wood 

around the dowel can resist when the connection is loaded in-plane-shear 

action in particular orientation of wood fibres [6, 9, 11]. The embedment 

strength is determined by dividing the maximum force at failure with the 

projected area given in Equation (1).  

A = d * t,                                                                                                     (1) 

 where A is the projected contact area in mm
2
, d is the diameter of the 

fastener in mm and t it the thickness of the timber element in mm. The 

experimental test setup for determination of embedding strength in tension 

or compression is as explained in [6, 12]. When a dowel with thread is 

loaded axially, the axial movement will cause one side of the timber inside 

the thread to be under embedding against flank of the thread while the other 

side to loss constant with the timber [13]. This mechanical behaviour leads 

to an increased withdrawal resistance of the dowel because of the embedded 

side of the thread [13]. 

Embedment strength is influenced by some parameters namely, diameter of 

a dowel, moisture content of the timber material, the density of timber, angle 

made between the resultant loading force and the fibre direction. The 

embedding strength is highest when the angle between the fibre direction 

and the loading force is zero. The effect of the angle is considered if the 

diameter of dowel is greater than 8mm and less than 30mm [14]. 

Furthermore, the friction between the dowel and the timber member affects 

the embedding strength.  When a dowel has a rough texture it will create 

more press on the wood and result in higher pressure around the dowel [6, 

13]. Lastly, the size of the hole (pre-drilled or not) according to [14] affects 

the embedding strength see Figure 2. When the size of a predrilled hole is in 

excess of 2mm, the dowel size has no impact on embedding strength. When 

the hole is predrilled and loaded parallel to fibres the load will be carried 

parallel to fibres while if the hole is not predrilled, the load will be 

transferred in both parallel and askew to fibres due to the fibre direction [6]. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2:(a) Pre-drilled hole with straight fibres (b) not pre-drilled hole with 

bent fibres[6]. 

In Euro code 5(EC5) [9], the characteristic embedment strength, fh,k for 

structural timber and laminated veneer lumber (LVL) for dowel diameters is 

given in Equations (8.15) and (8.16) as 

fh,k = 0.082 k d
-0.3

    [N/mm
2
]     without predrilled holes (𝑑 ≤ 8 𝑚𝑚),     (2)  

fh,k = 0.082(1-0.01d) k       [N/mm
2
] with predrilled holes,                          (3)  

where  fh,k  is the characteristic embedment strength in N/mm
2
, d is the 

diameter of the nail in mm and k is the characteristic density of the timber 

in kg/m
3
. 

Moreover, for nails with the head diameter of at least twice of its diameter, 

the characteristic embedment strength, for panel wood products is given in 

Equations (8.20), (8.21) and (8.22) in EC5[9] as 

fh,k = 0.11 k d
-0.3

              for plywood,                                                         (4) 

fh,k = 30 k d
-0.3

t
0.6

         for hardboard,                                                          (5) 

fh,k = 65 k d
-0.7

t
0.1

         for particle board and OSB,                                     (6) 

where t is a panel thickness in mm.                                    

In addition, for bolts with diameter less than 30 mm, the characteristic 

embedment strength, fh,k  is affected by an angle  between the load and the 

fibre direction of timber and LVL products. It is given by the Hankinson’s 

formula and Equations (8.31) and (8.32) in EC5 [9] as 

𝑓ℎ.𝛼,𝑘 =
𝑓ℎ,0,𝑘

𝑘90𝑠𝑖𝑛
2 𝛼 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝛼

,                                                                           (7)      
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𝑓ℎ.0,𝑘 = 0.082 (1-0.01d) k ,                                                                      (8) 

90k =1.35+0.015d,            for softwood,                                                   (9) 

where  fh,0,k  is a characteristic embedment strength in N/mm
2
 for               

 𝛼 = 0°, and  is an angle between fibre directions  and the loading force.                                   

3.2.1.2 Yield moment of the fastener  

Yield moment is the moment required to create a plastic hinge(s) in a metal 

fastener. This moment is influenced by diameter of the dowel and the tensile 

strength of the steel wire used to make a metal dowel [6, 9]. The test setup 

for determination of the yield moment is according to SS-EN 408 in which 

plastic moment of dowel with a big diameter is calculated. In EC5 [9] the 

empirical formula used to calculate the yield moment for smooth nails 

produced from a wire having at least tensile strength of 600 N/mm
2 
 are 

given in Equation (8.14) in EC5 as 

My,Rk = 0.3fud
2.6   

[Nmm] for round nails and dowel with d > 8mm,     (10) 

My,Rk = 0.45fud
2.6   

[Nmm] for square and grooved nails.                       (11) 

where My,Rk  is the yield moment in Nmm, d is a diameter of the nail in mm 

and  fu  is the characteristic tensile strength of the nail material in N/mm
2
. 

3.2.2 Withdrawal capacity of fastener (Rope effect) 

The withdrawal capacity of the dowel is the capacity when fastener in a joint 

is exposed in tensile action when two or three timber elements are connected 

and loaded in shear. This capacity depends on geometry of the dowel, 

surface texture and the end anchorage of a dowel (washers and nuts). When 

the plastic hinge of a dowel is formed, there is significant deformation of the 

dowel in timber elements under excessive load before the failure of the joint 

to occur [6, 9]. According to Kuipers and Van Der Put (1982), this 

withdrawal capacity of a fastener contributes significantly to the shear 

carrying capacity of joint i.e. up to 2.6 times its normal shear capacity.  

In EC5 [9], the rope effect contribution is added in the shear load carrying 

capacity of the joints as 0.25Fax,Rk, where Fax,Rk  is the characteristic 

withdrawal capacity of the joint. This contribution is limited in percentages 

of the shear capacity of a single dowel joint; 15% for round nails, 25% for 

squared and grooved nails, 100% for screws, 25% for bolts and 50% for 

other types of nail joints. The rope effect depend also on characteristic point-

side withdrawal strength  fax,k  of nails and characteristic head-side pull-

through strength  fhead,k  of the nails that can be determined based on test 

setup according to SS-EN 1382,SS-EN 1383 and SS-EN 14358. Some 
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empirical formula for characteristic withdrawal capacity Fax,Rk are given in 

[9] by Equations (8.23) and (8.24) in EC5 as 

 

Fax,Rk = min   fax,k dtpen                    for other nails,                                (12) 

                     fhead,k dh
2
 

 

Fax,Rk = min   fax,k dtpen                      for smooth nail,                            (13) 

                      fax,k dt + fhead,k dh
2 

Fax,washer,Rk = 3fc,90,k Awasher              for bolts,                                           (14) 

where, Awasher is area of washer in mm
2
, tpen is point-side penetration depth in 

mm, t is thickness of head member in mm, dh is nail head diameter in mm 

and  fc,90,k  is characteristic compression strength perpendicular to grain of 

the wood in N/mm
2
. 

3.2.3 Failure modes in a timber-timber and panel-timber joints 

The failure modes in timber joint depend on the embedding strength of the 

particular timber members, joint geometry and mechanical properties of 

metal fasteners including tensile strength and interaction of different 

elements within a joint [15]. To be able to evaluate the capacity of a 

particular joint, the brittle failure in timber elements should be avoided, by 

providing the adequate spacing requirements defined in [9] before the 

formation of plastic hinge(s) of the fastener occur. The typical failures in 

timber joint can either be compression failure in the timber element caused 

by contact pressure from the fastener, yielding of metal fastener or both 

cases [9, 15]. According to [10] the failure modes of timber-to-timber 

connections and panel-to-timber connections are given in Figure 3. 

Characteristic load-carrying capacity per shear plane, per fastener, Fv,Rk is 

given in  Equations (15a) - (15k) as presented in [6] and [9] and 

Equations (8.6) and (8.7) in [9] for single and double shear respectively. 
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Figure 3: Failure modes in timber-timber and panel-timber connections[6].+ 
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where ti is the thickness of the timber or board members or penetration depth 

in mm, i = 1,2 , 𝑓ℎ,𝑖,𝑘 is the characteristic embedment strength of the wood 

member i in N/mm
2
,
 
d is diameter of fastener in mm, 𝑀𝑦,𝑅𝑘 is the 

characteristics yield moment in fastener in N/mm
2
, 𝛽 is ratio between 

embedment strengths of the different timber members and  𝐹𝑎𝑥,𝑅𝑘 is the 

characteristic withdrawal capacity of joint in N/mm
2
. The failure modes 

noted as x(I) are representing pure compression failures of the timber 

members, failure modes x(II) show combination of compression failure in 

the wood members and formation of a yield hinge and finally the failures 

mode x(III) show compression of the timber members and formation of two 

yield hinges.      

3.3 Lateral loading 

Buildings can be subjected to both vertical and horizontal loading, where the 

vertical loads are mainly the dead load from the structural components, 

imposed (live) load usually determined by the functional class of the 

building and snow loads from environmental conditions. The horizontal 

loads on building are to a large extent caused by earthquakes and wind 

pressures.  

In the design of multi-storey buildings, consideration of these horizontal 

loads is crucial to the global stability and performance of the structure. This 

is because high wind pressures tend to cause uplift of the structure which 

theoretically can cause separation of the floors in the building [2]. For multi-

storey buildings of six floors, the maximum wind load is double compared 

with building of two stories [3]. As a result, this study deals with horizontal 

loading acting on timber building.  
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3.3.1Timber shear walls 

Horizontal stabilization of timber building against strong wind pressures 

using shear walls is a well-known technology which has been examined by 

several researchers, see example [2,16,17]. Shear walls are basically made 

up of two structural components, the sheathing and the timber framing 

mostly joined together by nails or screws.  

The stability and effectiveness of shear walls are highly affected by the 

mechanical properties of the different structural components that make up 

the shear wall. Notably among them are; the buckling strength of the 

sheathing and timber framing, the compressive strength perpendicular to 

grain and the hold down bolts of the bottom rail and to a large extent the 

mechanical joints between the framing and the sheathings [2]. 

3.3.2 Timber volume modules 

Wood is an orthotropic material and exhibit different mechanical behaviour 

in the three different material directions namely, longitudinal, tangential and 

radial directions [6]. A timber volume module is a complex three-

dimensional structure that requires advanced analysis. It is made up of 

different structural elements (beams, studs, plaster boards, particle boards 

etc.) joined together by mechanical connections like nails, screws and bolts 

[3].  

To study the global structural behaviour of a timber volume module, the 

various timber components need to be assembled together to be able to 

stimulate the overall mechanical response of the entire module under applied 

loading. Therefore, a three-dimensional parameterized FE-model of two 

volume modules was created in Abaqus to study how variation in loading, 

material properties, geometric configuration and boundary conditions can 

affect the overall structural behaviour and performance of modular-based 

timber buildings. 

3.3.3 Load-displacement behaviour of mechanical connections  

The load-slip behaviour of a mechanical timber joint in shear starts often 

with an initial non-linear response before the contact interaction between the 

fastener and wood material is fully established. A typical load-slip 

relationship for mechanical joint is shown in Figure 4 in which the different 

linear and non-linear parts are shown [8]. 
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Figure 4: Typical load-slip relationship in dowel timber connection [8] 

In design codes, the analysis of mechanical timber joint is often simplified to 

only linear elastic response. In EC5[9], the non-linear characteristic of the 

joint is taken into account by using one slip modulus for the serviceability 

limit state, Kser and another for the ultimate limit state, Ku [18]. For the 

serviceability limit state, Kser is the slope of secant line through the original 

of a curve which is about 40% of the maximum load [19, 20]. In EC5 [9] the 

Kse r  depends on densities of the timber elements and diameter of the 

fastener. The slip modulus for ultimate limit state, Ku is taken as secant 

modulus for the load level ranges from 60% to 70% [20]. It is then important 

to determine the slip modulus according to test setup shown in EN26891 

[21] since it is very important parameter for effective design of mechanical 

timber connections. In EC5 [9] the Ku is determined using the empirical 

formula shown in Equation (16). 

Ku = 
2

3
Kser .                                                                                                                                           (16) 

For more advanced analysis of mechanical joints, so-called adaptive 

modelling can be used to study the mechanical behaviour of the critical 

joints. 

3.4 Finite element modelling of timber volume module 

In recent years, the finite element method (FEM) is mostly used for 

analyzing complex engineering applications. This is because this numerical 

method can be used to simulate any design concept irrespective of the 

geometry, boundary condition and loading and to large extent it represents 
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the real behaviour of the structure under any imaginable conditions. This 

makes the FEM analysis a very effective and efficient tool for solving real 

engineering problems. In this study, the FEM analysis was employed to 

develop model to study the overall structural behaviour of the three 

dimensional timber volume modules used in multi-storey buildings. 

3.4.1 Spring model 

In modelling of connections, combinations of beam and spring elements are 

often used to simulate a fastener or group of fasteners [9]. When spring 

elements are used, the stiffness and the orientations are important to take 

into consideration to have realistic model. The displacements in the model 

depend on the stiffness of the spring elements and the applied load as in 

Equation (17). There are two ways of how the springs can be modelled, 

when one-dimensional single spring model is adopted, a monotonic load is 

considered, and the load-displacement behaviour can be represented in any 

direction [11, 7]. The setback of single spring model is that, it does not show 

the existence of stiffness in perpendicular to the elongation of the spring 

which results in limited number of the application for this type of models 

[7].  

𝐅 = 𝐊 × 𝒖 ,                                                                                           (17) 

where F is the force matrix in N, K is the stiffness matrix in N/m, and u is 

displacement vector in mm. 

By this setback, the model cannot be used to represent the orthotropic 

material properties of timber elements in a mechanical timber joint [11]. For 

each nodal point having two degrees of freedom it will have the same spring 

stiffness in x and y-direction which is the same as resultant stiffness.  To 

take into account stiffness perpendicular to grains, an uncoupled-non-

oriented two spring model was introduced in [22]. The two spring model had 

different stiffness K1 and K2 in x and y-directions respectively. The model 

results in large stiffness and strengths of nonlinear sheathing-to-framing 

joints for any loading pattern [7, 22]. To overcome this, the model should be 

with uniform spacing of fasteners in connection to ensure the uniform 

distribution of energy absorption [22]. 

According to [7, 22] the stiffness matrix K for the two-uncoupled spring 

model is given by the Equation (18) in which the components of matrix are 

derivatives of functions N1 and N2 in respect to nodal displacements in their 

local coordinate directions. These axes represent the orthogonal material 

directions parallel and perpendicular to grains.  

K= 








22

11

0

0

K

K
,                                                                                   (18) 
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where K11 and K22 are 
1

1

u

N




and

2

2

u

N




 respectively and K12 = K21 = 0. 

In Equation (18), the change in displacement in one of the material direction 

does not have any influence on the force acting in the other material 

direction. This is not the case in real joints because some experimental 

results have shown coupling between fastener movement and force action 

perpendicular to it. 

Unlike single and non-linear uncoupled two spring models, a coupled two 

spring model was introduced by [7]. This considers interaction of elements 

in a joint in which the change in displacement in x- direction will have 

impact on forces N2 acting in the y-direction. Since this is also non-linear, 

the stiffness in all directions (perpendicular and parallel) to fibre will change 

as N1 and N2 are changing stepwise until the ultimate failure of the 

connection is achieved. The stiffness matrix K for the coupled joint is given 

in Equation (19) and the spring orientations are shown in Figure 5 below. 
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Figure 5: (a) Undisplaced timber joint, (b) displaced timber joint,(c) coupled 

spring elements,(d) uncoupled spring elements[7] 

 

K= 








2221

1211

KK

KK
 ,                                                                                (19) 

where  K11 and K22 are 
1

1

u

N




and

2

2

u

N




 respectively and 

K12 = 
2

1

u

N




,  K21 =

1

2

u

N




, K12 K21 0. 

3.4.2 Modelling of a single timber frame wall 

A wall of a volume module consists of a timber frame (bottom rail, top rail 

and studs) and boards such as particle or plaster boards fastened on one side 

of the frame. Since the boards are fastened only on one side of the wall it is 

not symmetric structure when loaded in plane.  
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The mechanical joints in the wall are modelled with short-beam elements to 

simulate the fasteners and with several spring elements to connect the 

fasteners to the plaster boards and the timber frame. Figure 6 shows some of 

the basic elements used to model the shear walls of the volume module. 

 

Figure 6 : The basic elements used to model a shear wall [3] 

The coupling between the short-beam elements and the timber frame or the 

plaster board, are modelled by six spring elements in which three are 

representing translational degrees of freedom and three rotational degrees of 

freedom in each connection point. When the wall element was loaded with 

horizontal in-plane load acting on the top rail and all translation degrees of 

freedom in bottom rail is prescribed to zero, a significant out-of-plane 

deformation occurred on the top rail [3].  

3.4.3 FEM model of timber volume module 

A volume module consists of four wall elements with two floor elements on 

the bottom and on top of the walls. The four single walls are assembled 

together to form a wall module connected together at the corners using the 

short-beam elements and corresponding spring elements. In the simulation 

of the whole volume module, the walls were connected to the floor elements 

by using short-beam elements and the six spring elements in each 

connection points. The stiffness used for the coupling elements need to be 

obtained experimentally to get realistic simulation results [3]. 

In the simulation of the entire volume elements, the connection between wall 

elements and floor elements seem to have a significant slip deformation [3]. 

According to [23] the timber-to-timber connection can be modelled as 2D 

solid elements with the steel fasteners as one-dimensional element having 
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one translation and one rotational degree of freedom in each node. In 

general, in beam-to-solid coupling, it is important to deal with the stiffness 

contribution of the solid element to the rotation section of the beam elements 

since they differ in degree of freedoms. However, when screws and nails are 

used, the solid element is not contributing to the rotation of the section of the 

beam elements [8]. The development of two nodes in [23] was done by 

introducing arbitrary nodes 0 and 3 as shown in Figure 8 which makes four 

nodes with only two translational displacements in each node. The rotation 

in beam element is now a function of the translational displacements in the 

force direction. The coupling stiffness in y and x-directions are Ky= and 

Kx= [0, ] respectively [8]. Figure 7 shows the modelling approach based on 

beam-to-solid element of timber to timber connection. 

 

Figure 7: Modelling approach based on beam-to-solid coulping elements:(a) 

Nail in a typical connection, (b) typical FEM mesh,(c) Interaction within 

connection [8] 

where K= , K= 0 are the stiffness when the withdrawal capacity of dowel 

is taken into account or not. 
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Figure 8 : (a) Four nodes in line of the beam element with its degrees of 

freedom, (b) Rotation of node as function of transverse displacement and 

between two adjacent nodes [8] 

According to [8] the rotations i will depend on the relative displacement of 

𝑤𝑖−1 and 𝑤𝑖+1 in the direction of force and are given by Equation (20) and 

(21) as 
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where 1 and 2 are rotation displacements in node 1 and 2, L is the length 

between the nodal points in mm, ow and 3w are translational displacements of 

imaginary nodes 0 and 3 in mm, 1w and 2w are translational displacement of 

nodes 1and 2  in mm. 
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4. Methods 

4.1 Materials 

The materials deployed during the study were structural timber, wood-based 

panel boards such as particle boards and gypsum boards, angle brackets, 

uplift plates and metal fasteners such as nails, screws and bolts. Fasteners 

with elastic modulus of 210GPa were adopted. 

4.1.1 Framing materials 

The timber framing is made of studs, bottom/top rails and top/bottom floor 

beams of strength class C24 for softwood. The sizes are 45x95 mm for 

studs, 45x95 mm for rails and 45x195 mm for both longitudinal and 

transversal floor beams. The height of stud is 2.4m, length of longitudinal 

beam is 9.74m, length of rails is 9.6m and length of traversal beams is 

3.72m. The centre-to-centre spacing between the studs and the floor beams 

is 0.6m. The stiffness and strength properties of C24 are taken from [24] and 

shown in Table 1.  

Table 1: Mechanical properties of C24 timber 

𝐸0.𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 

[MPa] 

𝑓𝑐,0,𝑘 

[MPa] 

𝑓𝑐,90,𝑘 

[MPa] 

𝑓𝑡,0,𝑘 

[MPa] 

𝑓𝑡,90,𝑘 

[MPa] 

𝐸0.05 

[MPa] 

𝑓𝑚,𝑘 

[MPa] 

𝜌𝑘 
[Kg/𝑚3] 

𝐸90,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 

[MPa} 

11000 21 2.5 14.5 0.4 7400 24 350 370 

 

where  𝐸0.𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 is mean modulus of elasticity parallel to grain, 𝑓𝑐,0,𝑘 is 

characteristic compressive strength  parallel to grain, 𝑓𝑐,90,𝑘 is characteristic 

compressive strength perpendicular to grain, 𝑓𝑡,0,𝑘 is characteristic tensile 

strength parallel to grain, 𝑓𝑡,90,𝑘 is characteristic tensile strength 

perpendicular to grain, 𝐸0.05 is characteristic modulus parallel to grain, 𝑓𝑚,𝑘 

is characteristic bending strength, 𝜌𝑘 is characteristic density and  
𝐸90,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 is mean modulus of elasticity perpendicular to grain. The 

characteristic modulus elasticity of tangential, 𝐸𝑡 and radial, 𝐸𝑟 directions 

are given in Equation (22). Shear modulus in longitudinal-radial plane,𝐺𝑙𝑟 

and in longitudinal-tangential plane,𝐺𝑙𝑡 are given in Equation (23) for 

isotropic materials [25]. For the beam model used, the stiffness parameters, 

𝐸𝑡 , 𝐸𝑟 , poison ratio and  𝐺𝑟𝑡 were not used. It is assumed that the cross 

section area of the beam remains normal to the axis of beam upon 

deformation and no shear deformation in particular plane respectively. 
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𝐸𝑡 = Er = 𝐸90,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛
𝐸0.05
𝐸0.𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛

     ,                                                                   (22) 

𝐺𝑙𝑟 = 𝐺𝑙𝑡 =
𝐸0.05

2(1 + 𝜗)
        𝜗 = 0        ,                                                       (23) 

where 𝐸0.05 is the characteristic modulus of elasticity parallel to grain 

corresponding to  𝐸𝑙 (modulus of elasticity in the fibre direction), 𝜗 is 

Poisson’s ratio and the other parameters are as described in above paragraph.  

4.1.2 Wood-based panel boards and metal plates 

The wood-based panel boards used in this study were 13 mm thick gypsum 

boards and particle boards of thickness of 22 mm. The gypsum boards were 

used as sheathing elements in walls and the particle boards were used as 

floor and roof ceilings. The size of boards varies from 0.3 m to 1.8 m in 

width and 0.55 m to 2.4 m in length depending on location of doors, 

windows or full wall height. The properties of these boards and metal plates 

are as given in Table 2. 

Table 2: Mechanical properties of particle boards and gypsum boards 

Property E  [MPa] v 

Particle board 2700 0.2 

Gypsum board 2500 0.1 

Metal plate 210000 0 

4.2 Modelling of mechanical connections in a volume module  

The modelling of a timber wall was performed with number of separate parts 

which were assembled together as a unit. The idea was to create effective 

and parameterized FEM model with flexible geometry and stiffness of the 

individual components. For big models, the computational time has to be 

taken into account when developing the model. The studs, floor beams, roof 

beams, transverse beams (joists), bottom and top rails and fasteners were 

modelled as beam elements [3]. Figure 9 shows pictures from the production 

site showing how the different parts are assembled together in a module with 

number of openings and a fastener used to join wall and floor elements 

together. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

.Figure 9 : Picture taken at the production site (a)Assembling of wall and floor 

elements (b)Fastener used to join floor and wall elements 

 

The dimension of the volume elements was controlled by the system lines of 

the elements while the length of the fastener pins depends on the thickness 

of the particular elements. The lengths of different fastener pins used in the 

model are given in Equations (24) - (27). 

𝐿1 =
𝑤1 + 𝑡1
2

                                                                                                         (24) 

𝐿2 =
𝑤2 + 𝑡2
2

                                                                                                         (25) 
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𝐿3 =
𝑤2 + 𝑡3
2

+ t2                                                                                                (26) 

𝐿4 =
𝑤2 + 𝑤2

2
                                                                                                        (27) 

where 𝐿1 is the length of fastener between top rail or bottom rail or stud and 

gypsum board, 𝑤1 is the width of top rail, bottom rail or studs, 𝑡1 is the 

thickness of gypsum board, 𝐿2 is the length of fastener between floor beam 

or roof beam and particle board, 𝑤2 is the width of floor beam or roof beam, 

𝑡2 is the thickness of particle board, 𝐿3 is the length of fastener between 

floor beam or roof beam, particle board and bottom rail or top rail, 𝑡3 is the 

thickness of bottom rail or top rail, 𝐿4 is the length of fastener between roof 

and floor beams (between modules). 

4.2.1 Coupling elements 

In modelling of connection in Abaqus, there are numbers of special elements 

used for coupling nodes together, namely; spring/dashpot elements, 

connector elements, flexible elements, distributing coupling elements, line 

spring system among others. The selection of these coupling elements 

depends on the structural layout and materials used in the model. In this 

model the fasteners were created as beam elements, so the end nodes of the 

beams were coupled with the structural timber and wood based panel 

(referred here as beams and shells) with spring elements. The coupling was 

done between points (created by partition) along the center lines of timber 

members or sheathing boards and end-points of the fastener beam. This 

coupling elements used were the special elements called spring/dashpot 

elements. 

4.2.1.1 Spring elements 

A spring element is an element used to couple a force with relative 

displacement or a moment with a relative rotation. The spring elements can 

be linear or nonlinear, they can for example depend on temperature/moisture 

and other field variables. Variables as force and relative displacement are 

used when the spring element is associated with displacement degree of 

freedom and moment and relative rotation when it is associated with the 

rotational degree of freedom. 

Spring elements are used to model the idealizations of axial or torsional 

components. For the purpose of this study the spring elements were used to 

model mechanical coupling between two wood samples by six spring 

elements representing three translational springs and three rotational springs.  
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Spring elements in Abaqus are SPRING1, SPRING2 and SPRINGA. 

SPRING1 is used to couple a node to the ground while SPRING2 is used to 

couple two nodes. Both SPRING1 and SPRING2 act in a fixed direction. 

SPRINGA element is used to couple two nodes with its line of action being 

line joining these nodes. In the SPRING2 element, the difference between 

the i
th

  displacement component of the first node and j
th

  displacement 

component of second node is so called  relative displacement within the 

spring element as shown in Equation (28). Illustration of typical SPRING2 

element is shown in Figure10. 

 ∆𝑢 = 𝑢𝑖
1 − 𝑢𝑗

2                                                                                                      (28) 

where ∆𝑢 is the relative displacement, 𝑢𝑖
1 is the displacement component in 

the first node and 𝑢𝑗
2 is the displacement component in the second node.  

 

 

Figure 10:Spring element [26] 
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5. Implementation 

In this chapter, the descriptions are made on how the method was 

implemented in modelling of overall structural and connection behaviour of 

two storey timber structure of volume modules. Some steps used to create 

the model in Abaqus through python scripting will also be described.  

5.1 Material model and assignment  

5.1.1 Material model 

The framing material used in the model was orthotropic linear elastic wood 

material under short/instantaneous response. The metal fasteners are made of 

isotropic steel material, in which only Poisson’s ratio and modulus elasticity 

is necessary to describe the material behaviour. In addition, all the sheathing 

boards were treated and assigned as isotropic materials.  

5.1.2 Property assignment of spring elements 

Since a fastener beam was used as connector element, it was necessary to 

prevent its movement (translation and rotation) in the joined wood members 

by coupling each node of the fastener to the system line of the sheathing 

shells and the timber beams using so called dashpot/spring elements. The 

full 3D coupling between two intersection points were done by introducing 

six uncoupled spring elements. Each spring element was given a stiffness 

referred to fixed global coordinate system. The out-of-plane rotation spring 

stiffness values for the sheathing shell coupling was made smaller than for 

the timber beam coupling because sheathing shells are much thinner than the 

structural timber. The Figure 11 shows the numbering and orientation of six 

degrees of freedom spring elements are referring to. 

 

Figure 11: Numbering and orientations of the six spring elements used in a node 
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5.2 Model description 

For all the mechanical connections, the fastener beams were placed between   

centerlines of the connected members which mean that the length of the 

fastener beams is the distance between the centerline of joining members. 

These beams are created for coupling sheathing boards and studs/rail/floor 

beams, between two floor beams to couple two modules and between floor 

beams and rails. Furthermore, the model was created steps by step as 

illustrated in Figure 12. The structural timber framing was first created and 

assembled in a particular wall followed by coupling between the different 

frame parts as rails and studs. This was done with the spring elements with 

six degrees of freedom as shown in Figure 11 and 12. To couple the timber 

framing and the sheathing boards the fastener beams were assembled for all 

studs and rails to all partitioned intersection points between these members 

followed by spring coupling between these parts. The python scripts were 

created in such a way that all walls for both the volumes could be created 

and assembled with several for-loops based on parameterized data set. In 

addition, the scripts were created to enable the possibility of window and 

door openings in any location in the walls.  

 

 

Figure 12: Illustration of spring couplings(purple circles) between different 

elements used in the model 

Beam 

elements 

Shell 

element 

6 Spring 

elements 
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When the wall structure was done for both volumes, the floor elements were 

assembled and coupled similarly as the walls were done. The connection 

stiffness for the floor elements were made significantly larger than for the 

wall connections. The fastener beams were assembled in all partitioned 

points of the floor beams followed by coupling of these fasteners and the 

floor beams and particle boards. The same procedures were done for 

connection between floor beams and timber rails.  

In most practical volume module structures, there are no mechanical screws 

used to couple the joint between the volume modules but instead they have 

mechanical steel fittings (hole plates and angle brackets) on the corners to 

take the uplift forces and horizontal forces see Figure 13. But in the model 

fasteners pins are used between volume modules to simulate vertical contact 

and friction between the floor elements. The uplift plates and angle brackets 

between volume modules were also created at the corners as shown in 

Figure 13. The dimensions of the plates are based on the drawings from a 

house manufacturer.  The coupling of the angle bracket was made to the 

longitudinal roof beams of the lower volume module and the end studs at the 

corners of the upper module. To study the global shear stiffness of the 

structure, the upper module was exposed to forced horizontal displacement 

at its upper corners and corresponding reaction forces were extracted and 

graphs were plotted. The estimated design wind load was calculated based 

on [28] and the corresponding displacements were interpolated for the three 

volume structures with different combinations of window and door 

openings.  

 

                                        

       (a)                                         (b) 

Figure 13: Metal plate fittings: (a) angle brackets to transfer horzontal shear 

force between the modules(b) hole plate to resist uplift of the modules 

In previous model presented in [3], the modules had openings only in one of the 

longitudinal wall. In this work, a parameterized model was developed in order to 

create openings in all walls in the module as shown in Figure 14. This was done 

so that the created model resembles more the constructed house geometry in the 

industry. To study on unsymmetrical behaviour of the volume modules, it was 

important to have possibility of different openings in different sides of the 

modules. 
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Figure 14: Full model geometry with door and window openings at all the walls 

Apart from slip deformation between the modules, the top module can suffer 

from uplift forces. To limit these deformations, the special plates for uplift 

forces and shear forces in each corner between volumes were created as 

explained above. This was done because all of the vertical tensile forces 

have to be taken by the uplift plates and a big part of the horizontal shear 

forces should be taken by the angle brackets on the opposite side of the 

module. The horizontal -translational spring stiffness (representing friction) 

was still assigned since there will be some amount of friction that occur 

from sliding of the upper volume.  
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6. Results and Analysis 

This chapter presents different simulation results for the modular-based two 

storey structure. It involves results for connections between the timber 

volume modules representing friction and mechanical steel fittings, and the 

effect of openings on the global stiffness of the structure. Since the model 

was parameterized, it was possible to study different volume modules with 

openings. Module#1 has a door and window opening in one of the 

longitudinal walls and additional door opening in one of the gable walls. 

Similarly, module#2 has a door and window opening in one of the 

longitudinal walls and additional door and window openings at different 

sides of the gable walls. Finally, module#3 has door and or window 

openings in all four walls of the module.  

6.1 Influence of wall openings on overall structural stiffness 

The FE-model for individual volume module of wood presented in [3] was 

further developed for two-module structure with possible openings in all the 

wall elements. The horizontal displacement was increased stepwise from 

5mm to 15mm at the top corners of the model. This was performed under 

constant spring stiffness conditions and with no angle bracket and uplift 

plates. The structure was loaded only in the lengthwise x-direction since the 

model was considered as external module in bigger building meaning that 

along z-direction there will be more modules that are connected transversely 

to each other on site, so the severe loading case is assumed to be in the x- 

direction. The structure was exposed to prescribed horizontal displacement 

of 10mm at point A and B which resulted in reaction forces of 18kN and 

32kN for module#1 and module#2, see Figure 15 (a) and (b). For the 

module#3 (with openings in all walls) the reaction forces became 18 and 

26kN in points A and B respectively, see Figure 15 (c). To compare the 

stiffness results for different modules the reaction forces were plotted 

against the displacements as shown in Figure 16. In all these simulations, the 

connections between the volume modules was quite weak so significant slip 

displacement occur in the joint. 
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                         (a)                                                                     (b) 

 

                                                          (c) 

Figure 15:Simulated deformations and reaction forces of two storey module 

structure caused by prescribed horizontal displacement of 10mm at point A and 

B(all deformations sized by factor of 100): (a)module#1 (b) module#2 

(c)module#3 

 

In addition, the wind load acting on the gable wall was calculated based on 

[24, 28, 29] as shown in Appendix 01. The load is representative for 

structures located in an area in Sweden with large wind speed. According to 

[28], the southern part of Sweden especially Malmö experiences wind speed 

of 26m/s based on the recurrence time of 50 years. The horizontal design 

point load is 17.74kN for such wind speed. The displacements that this 

design point load would cause in the life of these timber structures are 

shown in Figure 16. The displacements were also evaluated when the 

structure was exposed to negative pressures as shown in Figure 17.  

26kN 

18kN 

32kN 

18kN 

32kN 

18kN 
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Figure 16: Variation in reaction force caused by horizontal displacement in the 

top corners of module#1,2, and 3 

 

 

Figure 17:Simulated deformation of the volume module#3 when it is laterally 

loaded with negative pressure on the long side. 

4.1kN 

4.1 kN 
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6.2 Influence of friction on the overall structural stiffness  

In the previous simulations significant slip deformations occurred in the 

connection between the volume modules when no angle bracket and uplift 

plates were used. This implies that the horizontal spring stiffness 

(representing friction between the modules) connecting the fasteners to the 

roof beams is studied for module#3. Figure 18 shows deformation of the two 

volume structures with large and small horizontal spring stiffness 

(kx=9MN/m and kx= 900N/m) when they are exposed to the same prescribe 

corner displacement of 10mm and the deformations are magnified by a 

factor of 100.  The results show large slip deformation in the joint for the 

low stiffness values and a significant global shear deformation of the shear 

walls for the large stiffness values. The corresponding reaction forces are 

also very low for the small stiffness and large for the high stiffness values.  

 

(a) 

 

0.195kN 

0.194kN 
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(b) 

Figure 18: Simulated deformations caused by horizontal load action on the two-

storey module structures: (a) significant slip-displacement (low connection 

stiffness) (b) overall shear deformation of both modules (high connection 

stiffness) 

Again, the horizontal stiffness was varied and the results were plotted in 

Figure 19. The steep slope in the curve corresponding to the range of 

stiffness values resulting to slip-displacement noted in Figure 18(a). The 

horizontal spring stiffness just before 9MN/m leads to the reaction forces as 

presented in Figure 15. 

 

32.4kN 

22.6kN 

10mm 
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Figure 19:Influence of friction (horizontal spring stiffness) on global shear 

stiffness of module structure#3 

 

Moreover, the shear force distributions in fastener beams representing 

friction along the joint between the volume modules were studied for two 

different spring stiffness values (kx=9kN/m and kx=9MN/m). For module#3 

with low spring stiffness, the shear force distribution is illustrated in Figures 

20 and 21 for longitudinal and gable walls respectively. Again similar type 

of results is shown in Figures 22 and 23 for module#3(blue and red curves) 

and module#2(green curve) with stiff joint of 9MN/m. For the stiff joint, the 

sums of shear forces going through the different wall joints were:            

FCD-joint = 616N, FAB-joint = 465N, FCA-joint = 21940N and FDB-joint = 

31990N. This makes the total forces transferred through the joint between 

modules to be Ftotal=55kN, which is equal to the sum reaction forces at point 

A and B Freaction= 55kN.           
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Figure 20: Shear force distribution along a weak longitudinal wall joint 

between the volume modules of type #3 (kx=9kN/m). 

 

Figure 21: Shear force distribution along a weak gable wall joint between the 

volume modules of type #3 (kx=9kN/m). 
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Figure 22: Shear force distribution along a strong longitudinal wall joints 

between the volume modules of type #2 and #3 (kx=9MN/m). 

 

Figure 23: Shear force distribution along a strong gable wall joints between 

the volume modules of type #2 and #3 (kx=9MN/m). 
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The results in Figures 20-23 show small shear force values and small 

variations for the joints with small spring stiffness whereas they show quite 

large shear forces variation for the stiff joints. The door and window 

openings seem to have a significant influence on this variation and the 

highest shear values occur close to the openings. 

 

6.3 Influence of friction and brackets on shear force variation in the joints 

between the volume modules. 

The modules #2 and #3 were studied to examine the influence of friction, 

position of openings, angle brackets and uplift plates (see Figure 24) on 

shear force distribution along the joint between the volume modules. The 

thickness of angle brackets was 12mm and uplift plate was 5mm. For joints 

with small friction stiffness (kx=9kN/m), the results in Figure 25 show 

significant effect of the steel brackets on the shear force distribution for 

module#3 compared to results in Figure 20. This is because, when the upper 

module tends to slide, part of the forces is taken by the angle brackets. In the 

gable walls under the small friction and steel fittings, as in Figure 26, the 

distribution is also lowered compared to what happen in Figure 21. For this 

spring stiffness, the amount of force transferred in pins between the volumes 

due to friction as shear forces was 2522N along the longitudinal walls; 916N 

along gables walls, force transferred in uplift plates was 26.2N and at angle 

brackets was 3142.2N. This make total of forces transferred in the joint 

between the volume modules to be 6600N which is the same as the total 

reaction forces at points A and B of 6600N. When the module was simulated 

without bracket, the total reaction force was 3640N. The shear forces in 

these plates were illustrated in the Figure 27 below.  
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Figure 24: Illustration of uplift plates used between the modules 

Uplift plate 
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Figure 25: Shear force distribution along weak longitudinal wall joints 

between the volume modules of type #3 with corner steel fittings 

(kx=9kN/m). 

 

Figure 26: Shear force distribution along weak gable wall joints between the 

volume modules of type #3 with corner steel fittings (kx=9kN/m). 
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Figure 27: Shear forces in the steel fittings for low spring stiffness 

(kx=9kN/m) along the wall joints between the volume modules. 

The friction was increased through increasing spring stiffness values 

between the volume modules to 9MN/m but with the same stiffness for the 

steel fittings and the results became as shown in Figures 28, 29, and 30. The 

results showed that the forces transferred through these steel fittings were 

significantly smaller as in Figure 30 compared to Figure 27 due to high 

friction between volumes. As the results, shear force of 55220N was 

transferred through pins between the volume modules, 1.2N through the 

uplift plate and only 58.4N through the angle brackets making the sum 

equals to the reaction forces at point A and B.       
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Figure 28: Shear force distribution along strong longitudinal wall joints 

between the volume modules of type #2 and #3 with corner steel fittings 

(kx=9MN/m). 

 

Figure 29: Shear force distribution along strong gable wall joints between 

the volume modules of type #2 and #3 with corner steel fittings (kx=9MN/m). 
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Figure 30: Shear forces in the corner steel fittings for spring stiffness 

(kx=9MN/m) along the wall joints between the volume modules. 

Finally, the general global behaviour of the modular-based timber structure 

was studied by comparing the reaction forces produced by prescribed 

displacement of 10mm. In this, the spring stiffness values (kx = 9kN/m and 

kx=9MN/m) were used for the module#3 with and without steel fittings. The 

results in Figure 31 show the influence of these steel fittings on the global 

structural stiffness in terms of reaction forces in points A and B. 
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Figure 31: Reaction forces for a prescribed displacement of 10mm for 

module#3 with and without brackets for kx=9kN/m and 9MN/m 

 

To study the possible separation of the modules, module#3 was assigned 

with a spring stiffness of 900N/m in the y-direction for the connection 

between the volume modules. Similarly, both the uplift and angle bracket 

plates were assigned a spring stiffness of 100000MN/m in the y-direction 

and also a vertical displacement of 10mm was prescribed at point A and B. 

The resulting reaction forces are as shown in Figure 32. This was done to 

study if the most of the vertical normal force is to be transferred through the 

uplift plates and the stability of the module to be counteracted by the vertical 

translational degree of freedom of the angle brackets. Note all deformations 

in Figure 32 are magnified by a factor of 100. The deformation results show 

that the uplift plate works well. The vertical normal forces in the steel 

fittings are shown in Figure 33. This shows the effect of uplift plates at 

corner points A and B where these plates are located, to indicate the 

resistance against uplift displacement of upper module. Furthermore, the 

Figure 33 shows a small compression in the angle brackets and large vertical 

force at point B due to strong longitudinal wall DB. The sum of the forces in 

uplift plates is 51970N. The compression force transferred in the angle 

brackets is 33.1N, and 86.9N is transferred through joints between the 

volume modules which make the total equal to reaction forces of 52100N.    
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Figure 32:Simulated (uplift) deformation caused by vertical uplift loads acting 

on the top corners of the two storey module structure 

 

 

Figure 33: Vertical forces in the uplift plates and angle brackets for ky=900N/m 

along the joints between the volume moduless 

29.7kN 

22.4kN 
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7. Discussion  

The aim of this work was to study the global structural behaviour of timber 

structures made of prefabricated volume modules with focus on stiffness of 

mechanical connections between different the volume modules when 

subjected to horizontal wind loads and to establish sufficient and reliable 

mechanical joints between these modules. This was done through a 

parametric study in Abaqus, dealing with three different modules called 

module#1, module#2 and module#3. 

In the first simulation (module#1), the two volume modules had window and 

door at one of the longitudinal wall side and one door at one of the gable 

walls. The maximum displacement caused by a wind load of 17.74kN in x-

direction at points A and B is 10.0mm and 5.8mm respectively. This shows 

that, the longitudinal wall with openings is significantly weaker compared to 

longitudinal wall without opening. In the second simulation (module#2), 

both of the gable walls were created with openings (one with a door and 

other with a window). The maximum displacement for the same load of 

17.74kN was the same as for the module#1.  

In the third simulation (module#3), in addition to the second simulation, the 

other longitudinal wall BD was created with a door in it. For the same 

loading, the maximum displacement at points A and B was 10.0mm and 

7.1mm respectively as shown in Figure 16. This shows that for any addition 

of opening in the longitudinal wall influences its shear stiffness. In the pilot 

study in [3] the load which caused displacement of 10mm was 45kN for 

only single volume module. In this work, the load reduced to 18kN and 

26kN at points A and B respectively for two storey volume module structure 

(module#3). This indicates the impact of openings, number of floors and 

connection stiffness between the volume modules.   

In all of the modules (#1 to 3), the steel fittings used to take uplift and 

horizontal shear forces were also simulated. When the displacement was 

prescribed in the upward (y) direction to study the uplift behaviour for 

module#3, most of the deformations noted were in the mechanical 

connection between floor beams and timber rails resulting in bending of the 

structural elements especially close to points of loading, see Figure 32. 

Moreover, for the third module variable spring stiffness values for the 

connection between the two volumes were used. The results show that, the 

spring stiffness values (representing friction between the modules) affect 

significantly both the slip deformation between the modules and the 

magnitude of reaction forces when subjected to the same displacement of 

10mm.  

Furthermore, Figure 18(a) shows clearly that when the translational spring 

stiffness value in x-direction is small, the top volume is sliding on the 

bottom volume with no shear deformations of the wall elements in the 
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module. This conforms to what was stated in [3]. When the spring values are 

increased, it ends up with rigid joint between the modules and this lead to 

overall shearing of both the volume modules as in Figure 18(b). Figure 19 

present the spring stiffness values that lead to behaviour observed in 

Figure 18 for both point A and B. 

 Again, the results show that the openings have influence on shear forces to 

be transferred through the joint between the volume modules, see Figures 20 

and 22 for two different spring stiffness. At the locations of doors or 

windows, there are higher shear forces leading to the up and down variation 

in shear forces when no corner steel fittings are used. When the steel fittings 

were introduced, some amount of shear forces generated due to slip in 

Figure 18(a) was taken by the brackets. These results also show that, for low 

friction (small spring stiffness in x-direction), 0.4% of the shear forces were 

transferred via the uplift plates, 47.2% through the angle brackets and 52.4% 

through friction joint as shown in Figures 25, 26 and 27. This goes contrary 

if the high friction is assigned in the module in which 99.9% of shear forces 

is transferred in the joint between the volume modules by friction and 

almost no shear force is transferred through the steel fittings, see Figures 28, 

29 and 30. 
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8. Conclusion 

Results in this master’s thesis obtained through parametrized FE-modelling 

can be concluded in number of ways. Firstly, the study shows that, it is 

possible to simulate modular-based timber structures with more than two 

floors and with the varying locations of door and window openings. 

Secondly, the horizontal corner displacement of 10mm seems to create 

significant forces when a parametric study of two module structure was 

conducted but full-scale tests for both individual walls and volume modules 

need to be carried out. For intend project of 6 to 8 floor timber buildings, 

displacement of 10mm noted in two module structure is of importance since 

it will cause displacement up to 40mm for 8-floor buildings.  

Furthermore, the results shown that when designs load of 17.74kN is applied 

in both points A and B, it causes different shear deformations of the 

longitudinal walls and some torsional deformations of the building which 

can affect both its out-of-plane stability and aesthetics of components such 

as facades, doors and windows. In addition, the results proved the 

hypothesis that significant deformation in the timber volume module was 

due to total deformations of the joints caused by shear forces in them except 

when the upward displacement in y-direction was prescribed. It shows some 

amount of local joint deformations close to the loading points. Also the 

results show that the change of spring stiffness especially x-direction had a 

large impact on the shear deformations of the whole module. In addition, 

when the steel fittings at the corners were introduced, the shear forces 

distribution in the joint between the volume modules were almost the same 

as for the modules without brackets for the large spring stiffness in x-

direction (kx=9MN/m). 

For strong connection between the volume modules, the studs’ closet to the 

doors and windows suffer much on taking shear forces that result in wavy 

shape that can lead to destruction of the joints for these openings. It would 

therefore be important to use double studs at these particular points. 

Moreover, for the connections between the volume modules, the uplift plates 

should also be added at the middle of longitudinal beams to connect the 

modules together. 

In general, the results from all modules shown that the walls with openings 

are weak compared to those without or have less number of openings. In the 

construction industry some module might be quite weak since they 

sometimes have two or more openings as shown in Figure 9(a) while they 

use only some steel fittings at the corners between the volume modules to 

connect them together. For such case, the shear stiffness of the remaining 

parts of the wall with more openings should be large enough to transfer 

safely the shear forces acting on the wall. 
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9. Recommendations for further studies 

There are number of ways this research work can be developed further to get 

better global understanding on how timber modular-based timber structures 

behave under full considerations of all the parameters built in them. Some of 

possible ways of complimenting this work is as following. 

The mechanical connections need to be developed further through finding 

experimentally the magnitudes of spring stiffness values and in more 

accurate orientations. In addition to spring values, the openings for stair case 

and shaft in roofs should be incorporated into the model since it would 

reduce the stiffness of floors in transferring shear forces. Also, it would be 

interest if the partition of longitudinal walls will be introduced in the model. 

Furthermore, parameters such as openings for services in traverse beams in 

both floor or roof ceiling and plumbing should be included in the model. In 

addition, holes in roof beams for connection of other modules should also be 

taken into account during modelling of mechanical connections to have 

accurate model that reflects the practices in the timber construction industry.  
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Appendix 

 

 
APPENDIX 01: Wind load analysis 

 

APPENDIX 02: (a)Matlab function used to draw shear forces in fastener pins 

between the volume modules with brackets. 

                          (b) Matlab function used to draw shear forces in fastener pins 

between the volume modules without brackets. 

 

APPENDIX 03: Python scripts used for parametric study of timber volume 

modules. 

 

APPENDIX 04: (a)Matlab function used to draw the reaction forces caused by 

 prescribed displacement of 10mm 

 

                           (b)Matlab function used to draw reaction forces vs 

displacements



 

        APPENDIX 01: wind load analysis 

Data 

This calculation is based on a case when the timber volume module is exposed to 

high wind speed. 

-Maximum wind speed in southern Sweden e.g. Malmo, 𝑉𝑏 = 26
𝑚
𝑠⁄  

-Terrain type is of type ‘O’ meaning that sea or costal area exposed to the open sea 

-Height of the timber structure, h = 6.0m 

-Characteristic wind pressure,𝑞𝑘 = 1.06
𝑘𝑁

𝑚2⁄  

-Width of structure, d = 3.72m 

-Height/width ratio = 6.0/3.72 = 1.6 

-External pressure coefficient for vertical wall on building with rectangular shape, 

𝑐𝑝𝑒,10 = 1.0. The index 10 means that the pressure coefficient is for an average area 

of 10m
2
 and coefficient obtained in this area is used in checking general effects of 

structure.  

Calculations 

-Wind load on the surface, 𝑞𝑤 = 𝑞𝑘 × 𝑐𝑝𝑒,10 

      ∴ 𝑞𝑤 = 1.06
𝑘𝑁

𝑚2⁄  

-Wind on top gable beam at second module, 𝑞𝑙 = 𝑞𝑤 × ℎ 

      ∴ 𝑞𝑙 = 6.36𝑘𝑁 𝑚⁄  

-Wind load as a point load on ends of the top gable beam and as a shear force along 

the longitudinal beams, 𝑞𝑝 = 𝑞𝑙 ×
𝑑

2
 

       ∴ 𝑞𝑝= 11.83𝑘𝑁 

-Design point load along longitudinal beam at second module, 𝑞𝑑 = 1.5 × 𝑞𝑝 

      ∴ 𝑞𝑑= 17.74𝑘𝑁 

Hence, the estimated design load acting on the of structure in this region is                

= 17.74𝑘𝑁 
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APPENDIX 02: (a)Matlab function used to draw shear forces 

of fastener pins between the volume modules with brackets. 

Shear forces distribution along longitudinal and gable joints with brackets 
%The angle bracket=12mm and uplift plate=5mm 
%%Shear forces at x-spring values of 9000N/m 
%longitudinal wal 1&2 
r_f_B = 

[39.2333,39.2586,39.2689,39.27161,39.2936,39.3174,39.3447,39.3722,39.397

1,39.4193,39.4387,39.4553,39.4683,39.4783,39.4855,39.4901,39.4914,39.490

5,39.4885,39.4876,39.49,39.5013,39.5252,39.564,39.6038,39.622,39.609,39.

5636,39.4973,39.4443,39.4164,39.4122];%Shear forces in N 
r_f_A = 

[38.983,39.067,39.1263,39.1713,39.2081,39.2331,39.2465,39.2443,39.2223,3

9.1942,39.1727,39.1632,39.1671,39.1849,39.2147,39.2526,39.2924,39.3269,3

9.3557,39.3646,39.3534,39.336,39.3125,39.2896,39.2725,39.2646,39.2671,39

.28,39.3029,39.3323,39.3615,39.3839];%Shear forces in N 
x_distance= 

[0.15,0.45,0.75,1.05,1.35,1.65,1.95,2.25,2.55,2.85,3.15,3.45,3.75,4.05,4

.35,4.65,4.95,5.25,5.55,5.85,6.15,6.45,6.75,7.05,7.35,7.65,7.95,8.25,8.5

5,8.85,9.15,9.45]; %Partition of rail in m 
% 
figure(1) 
% 
plot(x_distance,r_f_A,'b',x_distance,r_f_B,'r')  
grid on 
xlabel('Wall distance[m]') 
ylabel('Shear forces [N] ') 
%legend('H11 from FE model') 
legend(['long wall-1(CA)';'long wall-2(DB)']) 
%title('Reaction forces vs displacements for model#3') 
% 
% 
R_A=2.772; % reaction at A for k=9000N/m in KN 
R_B=3.8; % reaction at B for k=9000N/m in KN 
% 
%galbe 1&2, at x=partition of rail 
r_f_A_1=[38.2982,38.1786,38.0757,37.865,37.7205,37.658,37.6626,37.7264,3

7.8543,38.0574,38.3442,38.7614];%Shear forces in N 
r_f_A_2=[38.9981,38.5514,38.2548,38.0646,37.9388,37.8691,37.8699,37.9413

,38.07,38.2651,38.5633,39.016];%Shear forces in N 
x_g_distance=[0.2105,0.5105,0.8105,1.1105,1.4105,1.7105,2.0105,2.3105,2.

6105,2.9105,3.2105,3.5105];%Partition of rail in m 
% 
figure(2) 
% 
plot(x_g_distance,r_f_A_1,'b',x_g_distance,r_f_A_2,'r') 
grid on 
xlabel('Wall distance[m]') 
ylabel('Shear forces [N] ') 
%legend('H11 from FE model') 
legend(['gable-wall-1(CD)';'gable-wall-2(AB)']) 
%title('Reaction forces vs displacements for model#3') 
% 
% 
%%Shear forces at x-spring values of 9000000N/m 
% 
%galbe 1&2, at x=partition of rail 
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r_f_A_1_with_opening=[223.624,11.0446,-12.527,-6.44279,-3.88589,-

2.36378,-0.712078,2.17355,4.99761,8.46349,46.1118,335.664];%Shear forces 

in N 
r_f_A_1_no_opening=[244.819,17.3085,-8.55365,-

1.9175,2.6878,5.70933,8.73089,12.3779,14.9749,18.1976,59.9133,389.573];%

Shear forces in N 
r_f_A_2_with_opening=[316.326,41.8406,0.592335,0.707061,-1.00894,-

2.10089,-4.10324,-7.48356,-8.90291,-8.30803,12.7911,186.671];%Shear 

forces in N 
x_g_distance=[0.2105,0.5105,0.8105,1.1105,1.4105,1.7105,2.0105,2.3105,2.

6105,2.9105,3.2105,3.5105];%Partition of rail in m 
% 
figure(3) 
% 
plot(x_g_distance,r_f_A_1_with_opening,'b',x_g_distance,r_f_A_2_with_ope

ning,'r',x_g_distance,r_f_A_1_no_opening,'g') 
grid on 
xlabel('Wall distance[m]') 
ylabel('Shear forces [N] ') 
legend('gable wall-1(CD)','gable wall-2(AB)','gable wall-1(CD)-no 

opening') 
% 
% 
R_A=22.814; % reaction at A for k=9000000N/m in KN 
R_B=32.5152; % reaction at B for k=9000000N/m in KN 
% 
%longitudinal wal 1&2 
r_f_B_all_openings = 

[1009.16,985.059,980.385,986.764,1004.53,1025.88,1049.03,1070.47,1086.93

,1096.89,1102.02,1102.54,1096.01,1082.6,1063.64,1039.63,1008.11,971.169,

933.058,901.537,885.025,903.616,972.205,1101.2,1208.8,1300.75,1251.02,10

78.3,825.113,630.422,547.706,578.87];%Shear forces in N 
r_f_B_no_openings=[1115.52,1094.56,1094.54,1106.02,1129.6,1157.85,1189.4

5,1220.94,1249.5,1273.51,1295.12,1314.33,1329.24,1338.69,1347.72,1353.36

,1354.21,1350.22,1343.01,1332.71,1316.52,1295.47,1270.76,1242.76,1208.6,

1170.65,1131.25,1094.48,1063.66,1051.75,1060.87,1125.1];%Shear forces in 

N 
r_f_A_all_openings = 

[713.531,715.893,760.583,836.54,915.361,957.779,963.477,918.674,808.618,

677.218,568.05,498.497,473.827,493.494,553.277,641.831,739.88,821.968,89

0.691,891.19,823.632,741.448,642.241,547.169,474.521,433.778,428.634,461

.752,534.599,641.806,767.252,891.154];%Shear forces in N 
x_distance= 

[0.15,0.45,0.75,1.05,1.35,1.65,1.95,2.25,2.55,2.85,3.15,3.45,3.75,4.05,4

.35,4.65,4.95,5.25,5.55,5.85,6.15,6.45,6.75,7.05,7.35,7.65,7.95,8.25,8.5

5,8.85,9.15,9.45]; %Partition of rail in m 
% 
figure(4) 
% 
plot(x_distance,r_f_A_all_openings,'b',x_distance,r_f_B_all_openings,'r'

,x_distance,r_f_B_no_openings,'g')  
grid on 
xlabel('Wall distance[m]') 
ylabel('Shear forces [N] ') 
%legend('H11 from FE model') 
legend('long wall-1(CA)','long wall-2(DB)','long wall-2-no-opening(DB)') 
%title('Reaction forces vs displacements for model#3') 
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APPENDIX 02: (b) Matlab function used to draw shear forces 

of fastener pins between the volume modules without brackets. 

%%Shear forces at x-spring values of 9000N/m 
%longitudinal wal 1&2 
r_f_B = 

[41.7293,41.7358,41.7403,41.7427,41.7454,41.7482,41.7516,41.7547,41.757,

41.7583,41.7586,41.7581,41.7562,41.7531,41.7489,41.7437,41.7373,41.7299,

41.7223,41.7156,41.7113,41.7121,41.7203,41.7371,41.7548,41.7607,41.7496,

41.7208,41.6802,41.6458,41.6231,41.6111];%Shear forces in N 
r_f_A = [41.5534, 

41.5674,41.5841,41.6015,41.6168,41.625,41.6261,41.6185,41.6004,41.5789,4

1.5608,41.5492,41.545,41.5483,41.5582,41.5728,41.5888,41.6019,41.6121,41

.6117,41.6007,41.5863,41.5687,41.5515,41.5377,41.5289,41.5256,41.5276,41

.5345,41.5436,41.551,41.5541];%Shear forces in N 
x_distance= 

[0.15,0.45,0.75,1.05,1.35,1.65,1.95,2.25,2.55,2.85,3.15,3.45,3.75,4.05,4

.35,4.65,4.95,5.25,5.55,5.85,6.15,6.45,6.75,7.05,7.35,7.65,7.95,8.25,8.5

5,8.85,9.15,9.45]; %Partition of rail in m 
% 
figure(1) 
% 
plot(x_distance,r_f_A,'b',x_distance,r_f_B,'r')  
grid on 
xlabel('Wall distance[m]') 
ylabel('Shear forces [N] ') 
%legend('H11 from FE model') 
legend(['side wall-1(CA)';'side wall-2(DB)']) 
%title('Reaction forces vs displacements for model#3') 
% 
% 
% 
%galbe 1&2, at x=partition of rail 
r_f_A_1=[41.1766,40.7459,40.467,40.2942,40.1911,40.1442,40.1516,40.2141,

40.3392,40.5414,40.8531,41.3207];%Shear forces in N 
r_f_A_2=[41.1849,40.7561,40.4722,40.2896,40.1677,40.095,40.1025,40.1769,

40.3064,40.4983,40.7879,41.2238];%Shear forces in N 
x_g_distance=[0.2105,0.5105,0.8105,1.1105,1.4105,1.7105,2.0105,2.3105,2.

6105,2.9105,3.2105,3.5105];%Partition of rail in m 
% 
figure(2) 
% 
plot(x_g_distance,r_f_A_1,'b',x_g_distance,r_f_A_2,'r') 
grid on 
xlabel('Wall distance[m]') 
ylabel('Shear forces [N] ') 
%legend('H11 from FE model') 
legend(['gable-wall-1(CD)';'gable-wall-2(AB)']) 
%title('Reaction forces vs displacements for model#3') 
% 
% 
%%Shear forces at x-spring values of 9000000N/m 
% 
%galbe 1&2, at x=partition of rail 
r_f_A_1_with_opening=[226.249,11.4415,-12.5967,-6.35402,-3.7503,-

2.21258,-0.509349,2.47564,5.38851,8.95197,47.1068,339.476];%Shear forces 

in N 
r_f_A_1_no_opening=[244.819,17.3085,-8.55365,-

1.9175,2.6878,5.70933,8.73089,12.3779,14.9749,18.1976,59.9133,389.573];%

Shear forces in N 
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r_f_A_2_with_opening=[276.899,35.6562,2.42745,3.78468,1.38763,-

0.620878,-2.85113,-5.79275,-6.89391,-7.05129,8.31504,159.689];%Shear 

forces in N 
x_g_distance=[0.2105,0.5105,0.8105,1.1105,1.4105,1.7105,2.0105,2.3105,2.

6105,2.9105,3.2105,3.5105];%Partition of rail in m 
% 
figure(3) 
% 
plot(x_g_distance,r_f_A_1_with_opening,'b',x_g_distance,r_f_A_2_with_ope

ning,'r',x_g_distance,r_f_A_1_no_opening,'g') 
grid on 
xlabel('Wall distance[m]') 
ylabel('Shear forces [N] ') 
legend('gable wall-1(CD)','gable wall-2(AB)','gable wall-1(CD)-no 

opening') 
% 
% 
%longitudinal wal 1&2 
r_f_B_all_openings = 

[1019.89,992.389,986.386,992.121,1009.7,1031.07,1054.32,1075.9,1092.53,1

102.69,1108.04,1108.82,1102.55,1089.45,1070.8,1047.11,1015.92,979.329,94

1.544,910.299,893.936,912.499,980.723,1108.89,1245.19,1305.54,1253.67,10

78.23,820.594,616.545,519.119,530.991];%Shear forces in N 
r_f_B_no_openings=[1115.52,1094.56,1094.54,1106.02,1129.6,1157.85,1189.4

5,1220.94,1249.5,1273.51,1295.12,1314.33,1329.24,1338.69,1347.72,1353.36

,1354.21,1350.22,1343.01,1332.71,1316.52,1295.47,1270.76,1242.76,1208.6,

1170.65,1131.25,1094.48,1063.66,1051.75,1060.87,1125.1];%Shear forces in 

N 
r_f_A_all_openings = 

[720.28,722.393,765.536,840.15,917.827,959.298,964.276,919.036,808.945,6

77.67,568.584,498.917,473.876,492.887,551.757,639.217,736.243,817.728,88

6.24,887.351,821.037,739.755,640.893,545.242,470.648,426.191,415.047,439

.34,500.115,592.276,700.711,808.701];%Shear forces in N 
x_distance= 

[0.15,0.45,0.75,1.05,1.35,1.65,1.95,2.25,2.55,2.85,3.15,3.45,3.75,4.05,4

.35,4.65,4.95,5.25,5.55,5.85,6.15,6.45,6.75,7.05,7.35,7.65,7.95,8.25,8.5

5,8.85,9.15,9.45]; %Partition of rail in m 
% 
figure(4) 
% 
plot(x_distance,r_f_A_all_openings,'b',x_distance,r_f_B_all_openings,'r'

,x_distance,r_f_B_no_openings,'g')  
grid on 
xlabel('Wall distance[m]') 
ylabel('Shear forces [N] ') 
%legend('H11 from FE model') 
legend('side wall-1(CA)','side wall-2(DB)','side wall-2-no-opening(DB)') 
%title('Reaction forces vs displacements for model#3') 
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APPENDIX 03: Python scripts used for parametric study of 

timber volume modules. 

##PYTHON SCRIPTS FOR MODELLING THE MODULAR-BASED TWO STOREY TIMBER 

STRUCTUTE### 

# 

from part import* 

from material import* 

from section import* 

from assembly import* 

from step import* 

from interaction import* 

from abaqusConstants import* 

from load import* 

from mesh import* 

from optimization import* 

from job import* 

from sketch import* 

from visualization import* 

from connectorBehavior import* 

# 

# Definition of constants 

# 

Top_Rail_Length =9.6 

Bottom_Rail_Length = Top_Rail_Length 

Stud_Length =2.552-0.045#[m] 

Gips_thickness =0.013 

Particle_board_thickness =0.022 

#  

# 

# Material properties 

# 

# Top and bottom rails C24 

El_TopBott_k =7400000000.0#[Pa] 

Er_TopBott_k=370000000.0*7400.0/11000.0 

Et_TopBott_k=370000000.0*7400.0/11000.0 

Glr_TopBott_k=El_TopBott_k/2.0# Isotropmatrial 

Glt_TopBott_k=El_TopBott_k/2.0# Isotropmatrial 

Grt_TopBott_k=El_TopBott_k/2.0# Isotropmatrial 

nylr_TopBott_k=0.0 

nylt_TopBott_k=0.0 

nyrt_TopBott_k=0.0 

# 

# Studs C24 

El_Stud_k=7400000000.0#[Pa] 

Er_Stud_k=370000000.0*7400.0/11000.0 

Et_Stud_k=370000000.0*7400.0/11000.0 

Glr_Stud_k=El_Stud_k/2.0# Isotropmatrial 

Glt_Stud_k=El_Stud_k/2.0# Isotropmatrial 

Grt_Stud_k=El_Stud_k/2.0# Isotropmatrial 

nylr_Stud_k=0.0 

nylt_Stud_k=0.0 

nyrt_Stud_k=0.0 

# 

E1_Gips_m =2500000000.0 

E2_Gips_m =2000000000.0 

E3_Gips_m =2000000000.0 

G1_Gips_m =800000000.0 

G2_Gips_m =600000000.0 

G3_Gips_m =600000000.0 
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ny12_Gips_m =0.3 

ny13_Gips_m =0.35 

ny23_Gips_m =0.35 

# 

E1_ParticleBoard_m =2700000000.0 

E2_ParticleBoard_m =2500000000.0 

E3_ParticleBoard_m =2500000000.0 

G1_ParticleBoard_m =900000000.0 

G2_ParticleBoard_m =650000000.0 

G3_ParticleBoard_m =650000000.0 

ny12_ParticleBoard_m =0.3 

ny13_ParticleBoard_m =0.35 

ny23_ParticleBoard_m =0.35 

 

 

Number_of_partitions_stud =16 

Stud_partition_parameter 

=[0.15,0.3,0.45,0.6,0.75,0.9,1.05,1.2,1.35,1.5,1.65,1.8,1.95,2.1,2.25

,2.4] 

Number_of_partitions_rail =63 

Top_Rail_partition_parameter 

=[0.0,0.15,0.3,0.45,0.6,0.75,0.9,1.05,1.2,1.35,1.5, 

1.65,1.8,1.95,2.1,2.25,2.4,2.55,2.7,2.85,3.0, 

3.15,3.3,3.45,3.6,3.75,3.9,4.05,4.2,4.35,4.5, 

4.65,4.8,4.95,5.1,5.25,5.4,5.55,5.7,5.85,6.0, 

6.15,6.3,6.45,6.6,6.75,6.9,7.05,7.2,7.35,7.5, 

7.65,7.8,7.95,8.1,8.25,8.4,8.55,8.7,8.85,9.0,9.15,9.3,9.4

5, Top_Rail_Length] 

Stiff_rail_floor_and_roof_beams=90000000000.0 

Spring_stiff_pins_bracket =100000000000.0     

   

Spring_stiff_pins_uplift 

=[1000.0,100000000000.0,100000000000.0,100000000000.0,100000000000.0,

100000000000.0]  

Spring_stiff_pins_between_volumes 

=[9000.0,90000000000.0,90000000000.0,9000.0,9000.0,9000.0] 

Spring_stiff_pins_studs 

=[600000000.0,600000000.0,600000000.0,600000000.0,600000000.0,6000000

00.0] 

#Spring_stiff_pins_gips = [600000000.0, 600000000.0, 600000000.0, 

3000000.0, 3000000.0, 3000000.0] 

Spring_stiff_pins_gips 

=[600000000.0,600000000.0,600000000.0,600000000.0,600000000.0,6000000

00.0] 

Spring_stiff_rails_studs 

=[600000000.0,600000000.0,600000000.0,600000000.0,600000000.0,6000000

00.0] 

Part_23_partition_parameter =[0.0,0.107,0.249,0.444,0.586,0.736] 

Number_of_part_23_partition =4 

Number_of_partitions_gips_x =7# Must be an odd number 

Number_of_studs =17# Must be an odd number 

Number_of_gibs_boards = Number_of_studs/2 

Stud_x_coordinates 

=[0.0,0.6,1.2,1.8,2.4,3.0,3.6,4.2,4.8,5.4,6.0,6.6,7.2,7.8,8.4,9.0, 

Top_Rail_Length] 

# 

Point_load_roof_beam =-45000.0# In Newton(N) along x-direction 

# 

# Cross section dimensions 

Width_studs =0.095# Width of the studs 

Width_top_rail =0.095# Width of the top rail 

Width_bottom_rail =0.095# Width of the bottom rail 
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Width_floor_beam =0.195# Width of the floor beam 

# 

Thickness_studs =0.045# Thickness of the studs 

Thickness_top_rail =0.045# Thickness of the top rail 

Thickness_bottom_rail =0.045# Thickness of the bottom rail 

Thickness_floor_beam =0.045# Thickness of the floor beams 

Pin_Length = Width_top_rail/2.0+Gips_thickness/2.0# Length of 

coupling pin between studs/rails and the gips boards 

Pin_Length_2 = Width_floor_beam/2.0+ Particle_board_thickness/2.0# 

Length of coupling pin between floor beams and the particle boards 

Pin_Length_3 = Width_floor_beam/2.0+ Particle_board_thickness + 

Thickness_bottom_rail/2.0# Length of coupling pin between floor beams 

and the wall rails 

Number_of_partitions_gable_rail =25 

Gibs_gable_start = Width_top_rail/2.0+Gips_thickness 

Gable_Length =3.6+ Gibs_gable_start*2.0 

Top_gable_Rail_partition_parameter =[0.0, Gibs_gable_start, 

Gibs_gable_start+0.15, Gibs_gable_start+0.30, Gibs_gable_start+0.45, 

Gibs_gable_start+0.6, Gibs_gable_start+0.75, Gibs_gable_start+0.9, 

Gibs_gable_start+1.05, Gibs_gable_start+1.2, Gibs_gable_start+1.35, 

Gibs_gable_start+1.5, 

Gibs_gable_start+1.65, 

Gibs_gable_start+1.8, 

Gibs_gable_start+1.95, 

Gibs_gable_start+2.1, 

Gibs_gable_start+2.25, 

Gibs_gable_start+2.4, 

Gibs_gable_start+2.55, 

Gibs_gable_start+2.7, 

Gibs_gable_start+2.85, 

Gibs_gable_start+3.0, 

Gibs_gable_start+3.15, 

Gibs_gable_start+3.3, 

Gibs_gable_start+3.45, 

Gibs_gable_start+3.6, Gable_Length] 

Number_of_partitions_gips_z =7 

Number_of_gable_studs =9 

Number_of_gable_gibs_boards =(Number_of_gable_studs-2)/2 

Stud_z_gable_coordinates =[0.0, Gibs_gable_start, 

Gibs_gable_start+0.6, Gibs_gable_start+1.2, Gibs_gable_start+1.8, 

Gibs_gable_start+2.4, Gibs_gable_start+3.0, Gibs_gable_start+3.6, 

Gable_Length] 

# 

Number_of_parts =8 

Part_member_coord_x =[(0.0,0.0), 

(0.0, Top_Rail_Length), 

(0.0,0.0), 

(0.0, Gable_Length), 

(0.0, Gable_Length), 

(0.0, 

Top_Rail_Length+Width

_studs+Thickness_stud

s), 

(0.0,0.0), 

(0.0,0.0)] 

Part_member_coord_y =[(0.0, Stud_Length), 

(0.0,0.0), 

(0.0, Pin_Length), 

(0.0,0.0), 

(0.0,0.0), 

(0.0,0.0), 

(0.0, Pin_Length_2), 
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(0.0, Pin_Length_3)] 

ofs =(Width_studs+Thickness_studs)/2.0 

Number_of_partitions_long_beam = Number_of_partitions_rail 

Floor_beam_partition_parameter =[-

ofs,0.15,0.3,0.45,0.6,0.75,0.9,1.05,1.2,1.35,1.5, 

1.65,1.8,1.95,2.1,2.25,2.4,2.55,2.7,2.85,3.0, 

3.15,3.3,3.45,3.6,3.75,3.9,4.05,4.2,4.35,4.5, 

4.65,4.8,4.95,5.1,5.25,5.4,5.55,5.7,5.85,6.0, 

6.15,6.3,6.45,6.6,6.75,6.9,7.05,7.2,7.35,7.5, 

7.65,7.8,7.95,8.1,8.25,8.4,8.55,8.7,8.85,9.0,9.15,9.3,9.4

5, Top_Rail_Length+ofs] 

Floor_beams_x_coordinates =[-

ofs,0.6,1.2,1.8,2.4,3.0,3.6,4.2,4.8,5.4,6.0,6.6,7.2,7.8,8.4,9.0, 

Top_Rail_Length+ofs] 

# 

Partition_part_22_y =[0.3895,0.5395] 

Partition_part_22_x =[Width_studs/2.0+0.15+Thickness_studs/2.0, 

Width_studs/2.0+0.3+Thickness_studs/2.0] 

# 

# 

# Parameters for doors and windows 

# 

Number_of_Door_Window_parts =5 

Door_par_x1_x2_y1 =[2,4,13]# 2 = second partition for stud location 

i.e. the door starts at the third stud inclusive the end-stud, 

#                                4 = forth partition for stud 

location i.e end of the door,  

#                               13 = thirteenth partition of the stud 

to define the hight of the door 

Window_par_x1_x2_y1_y2 =[8,11,5,13]# 7 =  seventh partition for stud 

location i.e. the window starts at the eighth stud inclusive the end-

stud, 

#                                         10 = tenth partition for 

stud location i.e end of the window, 

#                                          5 = fifth partition of the 

stud to define the bottom location of the window 

#                                         13 = thirteenth partition 

of the stud to define the hight of the window 

Number_of_partitions_Part12 =(Window_par_x1_x2_y1_y2[1]-

Window_par_x1_x2_y1_y2[0])*4-1 

Number_of_partitions_Part13 =(Door_par_x1_x2_y1[1]-

Door_par_x1_x2_y1[0])*4-1 

Number_of_partitions_Part14 = Window_par_x1_x2_y1_y2[2]-1 

Number_of_partitions_Part15 =(Number_of_partitions_stud-

Window_par_x1_x2_y1_y2[3]) 

Number_of_partitions_Part16 =(Number_of_partitions_stud-

Door_par_x1_x2_y1[2]) 

Start_number_pin=2*Number_of_partitions_rail  

Start_number_pin_2 =(Start_number_pin-1)+(Number_of_partitions_rail 

+2)*2+  Number_of_studs * Number_of_partitions_stud +1 

# 

# Create parts 

# 

# Number_of_parts = 8 

for i in range(Number_of_parts): 

mdb.models['Model-1'].ConstrainedSketch(name='__profile__', 

sheetSize=2.0*Top_Rail_Length) 

mdb.models['Model-

1'].sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=(Part_member_coord_x[i][0], 

Part_member_coord_y[i][0]), point2=( 

Part_member_coord_x[i][1], Part_member_coord_y[i][1])) 
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mdb.models['Model-1'].Part(dimensionality=THREE_D, name='Part-

'+str(i+1), type= 

DEFORMABLE_BODY) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-'+str(i+1)].BaseWire(sketch= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__']) 

del mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__'] 

# 

# Create a gips board 

#   

mdb.models['Model-1'].ConstrainedSketch(name='__profile__', 

sheetSize=20.0) 

mdb.models['Model-

1'].sketches['__profile__'].rectangle(point1=(0.0,0.0), 

point2=(Stud_x_coordinates[2], Stud_Length)) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].Part(dimensionality=THREE_D, name='Part-9', 

type= 

DEFORMABLE_BODY) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-9'].BaseShell(sketch= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__']) 

del mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__'] 

# 

# Create particle boards 

#  

mdb.models['Model-1'].ConstrainedSketch(name='__profile__', 

sheetSize=20.0) 

mdb.models['Model-

1'].sketches['__profile__'].rectangle(point1=(0.0,0.0), 

point2=(Stud_x_coordinates[2], Gable_Length)) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].Part(dimensionality=THREE_D, name='Part-10', 

type= 

DEFORMABLE_BODY) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-10'].BaseShell(sketch= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__']) 

del mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__'] 

# 

mdb.models['Model-1'].ConstrainedSketch(name='__profile__', 

sheetSize=20.0) 

mdb.models['Model-

1'].sketches['__profile__'].rectangle(point1=(0.0,0.0), 

point2=(Stud_x_coordinates[2]+ofs, Gable_Length)) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].Part(dimensionality=THREE_D, name='Part-11', 

type= 

DEFORMABLE_BODY) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-11'].BaseShell(sketch= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__']) 

del mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__'] 

# 

# 

# Create parts able to create doors and windows  

# 

# Part 12 

Part12_length = Stud_x_coordinates[Window_par_x1_x2_y1_y2[1]]-

Stud_x_coordinates[Window_par_x1_x2_y1_y2[0]] 

mdb.models['Model-1'].ConstrainedSketch(name='__profile__', 

sheetSize=2.0*Top_Rail_Length) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=(0.0,0.0), 

point2=( 

Part12_length,0.0)) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].Part(dimensionality=THREE_D, name='Part-12', 

type= 

DEFORMABLE_BODY) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-12'].BaseWire(sketch= 
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mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__']) 

del mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__'] 

# Part 13 

Part13_length = Stud_x_coordinates[Door_par_x1_x2_y1[1]]-

Stud_x_coordinates[Door_par_x1_x2_y1[0]] 

mdb.models['Model-1'].ConstrainedSketch(name='__profile__', 

sheetSize=2.0*Top_Rail_Length) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=(0.0,0.0), 

point2=( 

Part13_length,0.0)) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].Part(dimensionality=THREE_D, name='Part-13', 

type= 

DEFORMABLE_BODY) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-13'].BaseWire(sketch= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__']) 

del mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__'] 

# Part 14 

Part14_length = Stud_partition_parameter[Window_par_x1_x2_y1_y2[2]-1] 

mdb.models['Model-1'].ConstrainedSketch(name='__profile__', 

sheetSize=2.0*Top_Rail_Length) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=(0.0,0.0), 

point2=( 

0.0, Part14_length)) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].Part(dimensionality=THREE_D, name='Part-14', 

type= 

DEFORMABLE_BODY) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-14'].BaseWire(sketch= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__']) 

del mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__'] 

# Part 15 

Part15_length = Stud_Length-

Stud_partition_parameter[Window_par_x1_x2_y1_y2[3]-1] 

mdb.models['Model-1'].ConstrainedSketch(name='__profile__', 

sheetSize=2.0*Top_Rail_Length) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=(0.0,0.0), 

point2=( 

0.0, Part15_length)) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].Part(dimensionality=THREE_D, name='Part-15', 

type= 

DEFORMABLE_BODY) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-15'].BaseWire(sketch= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__']) 

del mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__'] 

# Part 16 

Part16_length = Stud_Length-

Stud_partition_parameter[Door_par_x1_x2_y1[2]-1] 

mdb.models['Model-1'].ConstrainedSketch(name='__profile__', 

sheetSize=2.0*Top_Rail_Length) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=(0.0,0.0), 

point2=( 

0.0, Part16_length)) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].Part(dimensionality=THREE_D, name='Part-16', 

type= 

DEFORMABLE_BODY) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-16'].BaseWire(sketch= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__']) 

del mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__'] 

# Parts for gips boards 

# Part 17 

mdb.models['Model-1'].ConstrainedSketch(name='__profile__', 

sheetSize=20.0) 
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mdb.models['Model-

1'].sketches['__profile__'].rectangle(point1=(0.0,0.0), 

point2=(Stud_x_coordinates[1], Stud_Length)) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].Part(dimensionality=THREE_D, name='Part-17', 

type= 

DEFORMABLE_BODY) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-17'].BaseShell(sketch= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__']) 

del mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__'] 

# Part 18 

mdb.models['Model-1'].ConstrainedSketch(name='__profile__', 

sheetSize=20.0) 

mdb.models['Model-

1'].sketches['__profile__'].rectangle(point1=(0.0,0.0), 

point2=(Part13_length, Part16_length)) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].Part(dimensionality=THREE_D, name='Part-18', 

type= 

DEFORMABLE_BODY) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-18'].BaseShell(sketch= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__']) 

del mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__'] 

# Part 19 

mdb.models['Model-1'].ConstrainedSketch(name='__profile__', 

sheetSize=20.0) 

mdb.models['Model-

1'].sketches['__profile__'].rectangle(point1=(0.0,0.0), 

point2=(Part12_length, Part14_length)) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].Part(dimensionality=THREE_D, name='Part-19', 

type= 

DEFORMABLE_BODY) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-19'].BaseShell(sketch= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__']) 

del mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__'] 

# Part 20 

mdb.models['Model-1'].ConstrainedSketch(name='__profile__', 

sheetSize=20.0) 

mdb.models['Model-

1'].sketches['__profile__'].rectangle(point1=(0.0,0.0), 

point2=(Part12_length, Part15_length)) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].Part(dimensionality=THREE_D, name='Part-20', 

type= 

DEFORMABLE_BODY) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-20'].BaseShell(sketch= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__']) 

del mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__'] 

# Part 21 A pin between the volume modules 

Part21_length = Width_floor_beam 

mdb.models['Model-1'].ConstrainedSketch(name='__profile__', 

sheetSize=2.0*Width_floor_beam) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=(0.0,0.0), 

point2=( 

0.0, Part21_length)) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].Part(dimensionality=THREE_D, name='Part-21', 

type= 

DEFORMABLE_BODY) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-21'].BaseWire(sketch= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__']) 

del mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__'] 

# 

#Part 22 connector/pin between two volume modules 

Part_22_length_x =  Width_studs/2.0+0.3+Thickness_studs/2.0 
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Part_22_length_y 

=2*Stud_partition_parameter[0]+Width_floor_beam+Particle_board_thickn

ess+Thickness_bottom_rail/2.0 

mdb.models['Model-1'].ConstrainedSketch(name='__profile__', 

sheetSize=2.0) 

mdb.models['Model-

1'].sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=(Part_22_length_x,0.0), 

point2=( 

0.0,0.0)) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__'].HorizontalConstraint( 

addUndoState=False, entity= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__'].geometry[2]) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=(0.0,0.0), 

point2=( 

0.0, Part_22_length_y)) 

mdb.models['Model-

1'].sketches['__profile__'].VerticalConstraint(addUndoState= 

False, entity=mdb.models['Model-

1'].sketches['__profile__'].geometry[3]) 

mdb.models['Model-

1'].sketches['__profile__'].PerpendicularConstraint( 

addUndoState=False, entity1= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__'].geometry[2], entity2= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__'].geometry[3]) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].Part(dimensionality=THREE_D, name='Part-22', 

type= 

DEFORMABLE_BODY) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-22'].BaseWire(sketch= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__']) 

del mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__'] 

# 

#part 23 

# 

Part_23_length = 

Stud_partition_parameter[0]+Part_23_partition_parameter[1]+2*Width_fl

oor_beam+Thickness_bottom_rail+2*Particle_board_thickness 

mdb.models['Model-1'].ConstrainedSketch(name='__profile__', 

sheetSize=2.0*Width_floor_beam) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=(0.0,0.0), 

point2=( 

0.0, Part_23_length)) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].Part(dimensionality=THREE_D, name='Part-23', 

type= 

DEFORMABLE_BODY) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-23'].BaseWire(sketch= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__']) 

del mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__'] 

# 

# 

# Create partition of the stud 

# 

#Number_of_partitions_stud = 16 

for i in range(Number_of_partitions_stud): 

datum_Id = mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

1'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=Stud_partition_parameter[i], 

principalPlane=XZPLANE) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

1'].PartitionEdgeByDatumPlane(datumPlane= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].datums[datum_Id.id], edges= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

1'].edges.findAt(((0.0,Stud_partition_parameter[i],0.0),))) 

# 
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# 

# 

# Create partition of the part 22 

# 

# x- and y-directions 

datum_Id=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

22'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=Partition_part_22_y[0] 

, principalPlane=XZPLANE) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

22'].PartitionEdgeByDatumPlane(datumPlane= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-22'].datums[datum_Id.id], edges= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

22'].edges.findAt(((0.0,Partition_part_22_y[0],0.0),))) 

datum_Id=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

22'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=Partition_part_22_x[0] 

, principalPlane=YZPLANE) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

22'].PartitionEdgeByDatumPlane(datumPlane= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-22'].datums[datum_Id.id], edges= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

22'].edges.findAt(((Partition_part_22_x[0],0.0,0.0),))) 

# 

# 

# Create partition of the part23 

# 

#Number_of_part_23_partition = 4 

for i in range(Number_of_part_23_partition): 

datum_Id = mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

23'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=Part_23_partition_parameter[i+

1], 

principalPlane=XZPLANE) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

23'].PartitionEdgeByDatumPlane(datumPlane= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-23'].datums[datum_Id.id], edges= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

23'].edges.findAt(((0.0,Part_23_partition_parameter[i+1],0.0),))) 

 

# 

# Create partition of the top- and the bottom rail 

# 

#Number_of_partitions_rail = 63 

for i in range(Number_of_partitions_rail): 

datum_Id = mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

2'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=Top_Rail_partition_parameter[i+

1], 

principalPlane=YZPLANE) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

2'].PartitionEdgeByDatumPlane(datumPlane= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-2'].datums[datum_Id.id], edges= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

2'].edges.findAt(((Top_Rail_partition_parameter[i+1],0.0,0.0),))) 

# 

# Create partition of the top- and the bottom rail for the gable 

# 

#Number_of_partitions_gable_rail = 25 

for i in range(Number_of_partitions_gable_rail): 

datum_Id = mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

4'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=Top_gable_Rail_partition_parame

ter[i+1], 

principalPlane=YZPLANE) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

4'].PartitionEdgeByDatumPlane(datumPlane= 
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mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-4'].datums[datum_Id.id], edges= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

4'].edges.findAt(((Top_gable_Rail_partition_parameter[i+1],0.0,0.0),)

)) 

# 

# Create partition of (transverse) floor beams 

# 

#Number_of_partitions_gable_rail = 25 

for i in range(Number_of_partitions_gable_rail): 

datum_Id = mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

5'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=Top_gable_Rail_partition_parame

ter[i+1], 

principalPlane=YZPLANE) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

5'].PartitionEdgeByDatumPlane(datumPlane= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-5'].datums[datum_Id.id], edges= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

5'].edges.findAt(((Top_gable_Rail_partition_parameter[i+1],0.0,0.0),)

)) 

# 

# Create partition of (longidudinal) floor beams 

# 

#Number_of_partitions_rail = 63 

for i in range(Number_of_partitions_rail): 

datum_Id = mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

6'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=Floor_beam_partition_parameter[

i+1]+ofs, 

principalPlane=YZPLANE) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

6'].PartitionEdgeByDatumPlane(datumPlane= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-6'].datums[datum_Id.id], edges= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

6'].edges.findAt(((Floor_beam_partition_parameter[i+1]+ofs,0.0,0.0),)

)) 

# 

# Create partition of the gips board 

# x- and y-directions 

for i in range(Number_of_partitions_gips_x): 

datum_Id = mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

9'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=Top_Rail_partition_parameter[i+

1], 

principalPlane=YZPLANE)  

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

9'].PartitionFaceByDatumPlane(datumPlane= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-9'].datums[datum_Id.id], faces= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

9'].faces.findAt((Top_Rail_partition_parameter[i+1],0.01,0.0),)) 

for i in range(Number_of_partitions_stud): 

datum_Id = mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

9'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=Stud_partition_parameter[i], 

principalPlane=XZPLANE)  

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

9'].PartitionFaceByDatumPlane(datumPlane= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-9'].datums[datum_Id.id], faces= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-9'].faces.getByBoundingBox(-1,-1,-

1,Stud_x_coordinates[2]+1,Stud_Length+1,1)) 

# 

# Create partition of the particle boards 

# x- and y-directions 

for i in range(Number_of_partitions_gips_x): 
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datum_Id = mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

10'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=Top_Rail_partition_parameter[i

+1], 

principalPlane=YZPLANE)  

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

10'].PartitionFaceByDatumPlane(datumPlane= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-10'].datums[datum_Id.id], faces= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

10'].faces.findAt((Top_Rail_partition_parameter[i+1],0.01,0.0),)) 

for i in range(Number_of_partitions_gable_rail): 

datum_Id = mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

10'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=Top_gable_Rail_partition_param

eter[i+1], 

principalPlane=XZPLANE)  

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

10'].PartitionFaceByDatumPlane(datumPlane= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-10'].datums[datum_Id.id], faces= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-10'].faces.getByBoundingBox(-1,-1,-

1,Stud_x_coordinates[2]+1,Gable_Length+1,1))  

# 

# 

# Create partition of the particle boards 

# x- and y-directions 

for i in range(Number_of_partitions_gips_x): 

datum_Id = mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

11'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=Top_Rail_partition_parameter[i

+1]+ofs, 

principalPlane=YZPLANE)  

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

11'].PartitionFaceByDatumPlane(datumPlane= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-11'].datums[datum_Id.id], faces= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

11'].faces.findAt((Top_Rail_partition_parameter[i+1]+ofs,0.01,0.0),)) 

for i in range(Number_of_partitions_gable_rail): 

datum_Id = mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

11'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=Top_gable_Rail_partition_param

eter[i+1], 

principalPlane=XZPLANE)  

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

11'].PartitionFaceByDatumPlane(datumPlane= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-11'].datums[datum_Id.id], faces= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-11'].faces.getByBoundingBox(-1,-1,-

1,Stud_x_coordinates[2]+ofs+1,Gable_Length+1,1))   

# 

# Create partition for parts needed because of doors and windows 

# Part 12 

for i in range(Number_of_partitions_Part12): 

datum_Id = mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

12'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=Top_Rail_partition_parameter[i

+1], 

principalPlane=YZPLANE) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

12'].PartitionEdgeByDatumPlane(datumPlane= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-12'].datums[datum_Id.id], edges= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

12'].edges.findAt(((Top_Rail_partition_parameter[i+1],0.0,0.0),))) 

# Part 13 

for i in range(Number_of_partitions_Part13): 

datum_Id = mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

13'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=Top_Rail_partition_parameter[i

+1], 

principalPlane=YZPLANE) 
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mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

13'].PartitionEdgeByDatumPlane(datumPlane= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-13'].datums[datum_Id.id], edges= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

13'].edges.findAt(((Top_Rail_partition_parameter[i+1],0.0,0.0),))) 

# Part 14 

for i in range(Number_of_partitions_Part14): 

datum_Id = mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

14'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=Stud_partition_parameter[i], 

principalPlane=XZPLANE) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

14'].PartitionEdgeByDatumPlane(datumPlane= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-14'].datums[datum_Id.id], edges= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

14'].edges.findAt(((0.0,Stud_partition_parameter[i],0.0),))) 

# Part 15 

for i in range(Number_of_partitions_Part15): 

datum_Id = mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

15'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=Stud_partition_parameter[i], 

principalPlane=XZPLANE) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

15'].PartitionEdgeByDatumPlane(datumPlane= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-15'].datums[datum_Id.id], edges= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

15'].edges.findAt(((0.0,Stud_partition_parameter[i],0.0),))) 

# Part 16 

for i in range(Number_of_partitions_Part16): 

datum_Id = mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

16'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=Stud_partition_parameter[i], 

principalPlane=XZPLANE) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

16'].PartitionEdgeByDatumPlane(datumPlane= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-16'].datums[datum_Id.id], edges= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

16'].edges.findAt(((0.0,Stud_partition_parameter[i],0.0),))) 

# 

# Gips boards 

# x- and y-directions 

# Part 17 

for i in range(Number_of_partitions_gips_x/2): 

datum_Id = mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

17'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=Top_Rail_partition_parameter[i

+1], 

principalPlane=YZPLANE)  

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

17'].PartitionFaceByDatumPlane(datumPlane= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-17'].datums[datum_Id.id], faces= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

17'].faces.findAt((Top_Rail_partition_parameter[i+1],0.01,0.0),)) 

for i in range(Number_of_partitions_stud): 

datum_Id = mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

17'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=Stud_partition_parameter[i], 

principalPlane=XZPLANE)  

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

17'].PartitionFaceByDatumPlane(datumPlane= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-17'].datums[datum_Id.id], faces= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-17'].faces.getByBoundingBox(-1,-1,-

1,Stud_x_coordinates[2]+1,Stud_Length+1,1))  

# Part 18 

for i in range(Number_of_partitions_Part13): 
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datum_Id = mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

18'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=Top_Rail_partition_parameter[i

+1], 

principalPlane=YZPLANE)  

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

18'].PartitionFaceByDatumPlane(datumPlane= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-18'].datums[datum_Id.id], faces= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

18'].faces.findAt((Top_Rail_partition_parameter[i+1],0.01,0.0),)) 

for i in range(Number_of_partitions_Part16): 

datum_Id = mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

18'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=Stud_partition_parameter[i], 

principalPlane=XZPLANE)  

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

18'].PartitionFaceByDatumPlane(datumPlane= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-18'].datums[datum_Id.id], faces= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-18'].faces.getByBoundingBox(-1,-1,-

1,Stud_x_coordinates[2]+1,Stud_Length+1,1)) 

# Part 19 

for i in range(Number_of_partitions_Part12): 

datum_Id = mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

19'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=Top_Rail_partition_parameter[i

+1], 

principalPlane=YZPLANE)  

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

19'].PartitionFaceByDatumPlane(datumPlane= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-19'].datums[datum_Id.id], faces= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

19'].faces.findAt((Top_Rail_partition_parameter[i+1],0.01,0.0),)) 

for i in range(Number_of_partitions_Part14): 

datum_Id = mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

19'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=Stud_partition_parameter[i], 

principalPlane=XZPLANE)  

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

19'].PartitionFaceByDatumPlane(datumPlane= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-19'].datums[datum_Id.id], faces= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-19'].faces.getByBoundingBox(-1,-1,-

1,Stud_x_coordinates[2]+1,Stud_Length+1,1)) 

# Part 20 

for i in range(Number_of_partitions_Part12): 

datum_Id = mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

20'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=Top_Rail_partition_parameter[i

+1], 

principalPlane=YZPLANE)  

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

20'].PartitionFaceByDatumPlane(datumPlane= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-20'].datums[datum_Id.id], faces= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

20'].faces.findAt((Top_Rail_partition_parameter[i+1],0.01,0.0),)) 

for i in range(Number_of_partitions_Part15): 

datum_Id = mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

20'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=Stud_partition_parameter[i], 

principalPlane=XZPLANE)  

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

20'].PartitionFaceByDatumPlane(datumPlane= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-20'].datums[datum_Id.id], faces= 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-20'].faces.getByBoundingBox(-1,-1,-

1,Stud_x_coordinates[2]+1,Stud_Length+1,1)) 

# 

# 

# Create material 

# 
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mdb.models['Model-1'].Material(name='Material_C24') 

mdb.models['Model-

1'].materials['Material_C24'].Elastic(moduli=INSTANTANEOUS, 

table=((El_TopBott_k, Er_TopBott_k, Et_TopBott_k, nylr_TopBott_k, 

nylt_TopBott_k, nyrt_TopBott_k, Glr_TopBott_k, Glt_TopBott_k, 

Grt_TopBott_k),), type=ENGINEERING_CONSTANTS) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].Material(name='Material-C18') 

mdb.models['Model-1'].materials['Material-

C18'].Elastic(moduli=INSTANTANEOUS, 

table=((El_Stud_k, Er_Stud_k, Et_Stud_k, nylr_Stud_k, nylt_Stud_k, 

nyrt_Stud_k, Glr_Stud_k, Glt_Stud_k, Grt_Stud_k),), 

type=ENGINEERING_CONSTANTS) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].Material(name='Mat-Coupling_pins') 

mdb.models['Model-1'].materials['Mat-Coupling_pins'].Elastic(table=(( 

210000000000.0,0.0),)) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].Material(name='Mat-Gips') 

mdb.models['Model-1'].materials['Mat-Gips'].Elastic(table=(( 

E1_Gips_m,0.0),)) 

# mdb.models['Model-1'].materials['Mat-

Gips'].Elastic(moduli=INSTANTANEOUS,  

# table=((E1_Gips_m, E2_Gips_m, E3_Gips_m, G1_Gips_m, G2_Gips_m, 

G3_Gips_m, ny12_Gips_m, ny13_Gips_m, ny23_Gips_m), ), 

type=ENGINEERING_CONSTANTS) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].Material(name='Mat-Particle_boards') 

mdb.models['Model-1'].materials['Mat-

Particle_boards'].Elastic(table=(( 

E1_ParticleBoard_m,0.2),)) 

# mdb.models['Model-1'].materials['Mat-

Particle_boards'].Elastic(moduli=INSTANTANEOUS,  

# table=((E1_ParticleBoard_m, E2_ParticleBoard_m, E3_ParticleBoard_m, 

G1_ParticleBoard_m, G2_ParticleBoard_m, G3_ParticleBoard_m, 

ny12_ParticleBoard_m, ny13_ParticleBoard_m, ny23_ParticleBoard_m), ), 

type=ENGINEERING_CONSTANTS)  

# 

# 

# Create cross section profiles 

# 

mdb.models['Model-1'].RectangularProfile(a=Width_top_rail, 

b=Thickness_top_rail, name= 

'Profile-Top_rail') 

mdb.models['Model-1'].RectangularProfile(a=Width_bottom_rail, 

b=Thickness_bottom_rail, name='Profile-Bottom_rail') 

mdb.models['Model-1'].RectangularProfile(a=Width_studs, 

b=Thickness_studs, name= 

'Profile-studs')  

mdb.models['Model-1'].RectangularProfile(a=0.005, b=0.005, name= 

'Profile-Coupling_pin1') 

mdb.models['Model-1'].RectangularProfile(a=0.02, b=0.02, name= 

'Profile-Coupling_pin2') 

mdb.models['Model-1'].RectangularProfile(a=0.02, b=0.02, name= 

'Profile-Coupling_pin3')  

mdb.models['Model-1'].RectangularProfile(a=Thickness_floor_beam, 

b=Width_floor_beam, name= 

'Profile-floor_beams') 

mdb.models['Model-1'].RectangularProfile(a=0.045, b=0.012, name= 

'Profile-Coupling_pin4') 

mdb.models['Model-1'].RectangularProfile(a=0.045, b=0.005, name= 

'Profile-Coupling_pin5') 

 

# 

# Create beam sections 

# 
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mdb.models['Model-1'].BeamSection(consistentMassMatrix=False, 

integration= 

DURING_ANALYSIS, material='Material_C24', name='Section-Top_rail', 

poissonRatio=0.0, profile='Profile-Top_rail', temperatureVar=LINEAR) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].BeamSection(consistentMassMatrix=False, 

integration= 

DURING_ANALYSIS, material='Material_C24', name='Section-Bottom_rail', 

poissonRatio=0.0, profile='Profile-Bottom_rail', 

temperatureVar=LINEAR) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].BeamSection(consistentMassMatrix=False, 

integration= 

DURING_ANALYSIS, material='Material_C24', name='Section-studs', 

poissonRatio=0.0, profile='Profile-studs', temperatureVar=LINEAR) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].BeamSection(consistentMassMatrix=False, 

integration= 

DURING_ANALYSIS, material='Mat-Coupling_pins', name='Section-

Coupling_pin1', 

poissonRatio=0.0, profile='Profile-Coupling_pin1', 

temperatureVar=LINEAR) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].BeamSection(consistentMassMatrix=False, 

integration= 

DURING_ANALYSIS, material='Mat-Coupling_pins', name='Section-

Coupling_pin2', 

poissonRatio=0.0, profile='Profile-Coupling_pin2', 

temperatureVar=LINEAR) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].BeamSection(consistentMassMatrix=False, 

integration= 

DURING_ANALYSIS, material='Mat-Coupling_pins', name='Section-

Coupling_pin3', 

poissonRatio=0.0, profile='Profile-Coupling_pin3', 

temperatureVar=LINEAR)  

mdb.models['Model-1'].BeamSection(consistentMassMatrix=False, 

integration= 

DURING_ANALYSIS, material='Material_C24', name='Section-

transverse_floor_beams', 

poissonRatio=0.0, profile='Profile-floor_beams', 

temperatureVar=LINEAR) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].BeamSection(consistentMassMatrix=False, 

integration= 

DURING_ANALYSIS, material='Material_C24', name='Section-

longitudinal_floor_beams', 

poissonRatio=0.0, profile='Profile-floor_beams', 

temperatureVar=LINEAR) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].BeamSection(consistentMassMatrix=False, 

integration= 

DURING_ANALYSIS, material='Mat-Coupling_pins', name='Section-

Coupling_pin4' 

, poissonRatio=0.0, profile='Profile-Coupling_pin4', 

temperatureVar=LINEAR) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].BeamSection(consistentMassMatrix=False, 

integration= 

DURING_ANALYSIS, material='Mat-Coupling_pins', name='Section-

coupling_pin5' 

, poissonRatio=0.0, profile='Profile-Coupling_pin5', 

temperatureVar=LINEAR) 

 

# Create shell sections 

# 

mdb.models['Model-

1'].HomogeneousShellSection(idealization=NO_IDEALIZATION, 

integrationRule=SIMPSON, material='Mat-Gips', name='Section-Gips', 

numIntPts=5 
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, poissonDefinition=DEFAULT, preIntegrate=OFF, temperature=GRADIENT, 

thickness=Gips_thickness, thicknessField='', thicknessModulus=None, 

thicknessType= 

UNIFORM, useDensity=OFF) 

mdb.models['Model-

1'].HomogeneousShellSection(idealization=NO_IDEALIZATION, 

integrationRule=SIMPSON, material='Mat-Particle_boards', 

name='Section-Particle_boards', numIntPts=5 

, poissonDefinition=DEFAULT, preIntegrate=OFF, temperature=GRADIENT, 

thickness=Particle_board_thickness, thicknessField='', 

thicknessModulus=None, thicknessType= 

UNIFORM, useDensity=OFF) 

# 

# Assign sections 

# 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].SectionAssignment(offset=0.0, 

offsetField='', offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, region=Region( 

edges=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

1'].edges.getByBoundingBox(0,0,0,0.1,Stud_Length+0.1,0.1)), 

sectionName='Section-studs', thicknessAssignment= 

FROM_SECTION) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-2'].SectionAssignment(offset=0.0, 

offsetField='', offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, region=Region( 

edges=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

2'].edges.getByBoundingBox(0,0,0,Top_Rail_Length+0.1,0.1,0.1)), 

sectionName='Section-Top_rail', thicknessAssignment= 

FROM_SECTION) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-3'].SectionAssignment(offset=0.0, 

offsetField='', offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, region=Region( 

edges=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

3'].edges.getByBoundingBox(0,0,0,0.1,Width_top_rail,0.1)), 

sectionName='Section-Coupling_pin1', 

thicknessAssignment=FROM_SECTION) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-4'].SectionAssignment(offset=0.0, 

offsetField='', offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, region=Region( 

edges=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

4'].edges.getByBoundingBox(0,0,0,Gable_Length+0.1,0.1,0.1)), 

sectionName='Section-Top_rail', 

thicknessAssignment=FROM_SECTION) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-5'].SectionAssignment(offset=0.0, 

offsetField='', offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, region=Region( 

edges=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

5'].edges.getByBoundingBox(0,0,0,Gable_Length+0.1,0.1,0.1)), 

sectionName='Section-transverse_floor_beams', 

thicknessAssignment=FROM_SECTION) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-6'].SectionAssignment(offset=0.0, 

offsetField='', offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, region=Region( 

edges=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

6'].edges.getByBoundingBox(0,0,0,Part_member_coord_x[5][1]+0.1,0.1,0.

1)), sectionName='Section-longitudinal_floor_beams', 

thicknessAssignment=FROM_SECTION) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-7'].SectionAssignment(offset=0.0, 

offsetField='', offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, region=Region( 

edges=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

7'].edges.getByBoundingBox(0,0,0,0.1,Part_member_coord_y[6][1]+0.1,0.

1)), sectionName='Section-Coupling_pin2', 

thicknessAssignment=FROM_SECTION) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-8'].SectionAssignment(offset=0.0, 

offsetField='', offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, region=Region( 

edges=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

8'].edges.getByBoundingBox(0,0,0,0.1,Part_member_coord_y[7][1]+0.1,0.

1)), sectionName='Section-Coupling_pin2', 
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thicknessAssignment=FROM_SECTION)  

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-9'].SectionAssignment(offset=0.0, 

offsetField='', offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, region=Region( 

faces=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-9'].faces.getByBoundingBox(-

0.1,-0.1,-0.1,Stud_x_coordinates[2], Stud_Length,0.1)), 

sectionName='Section-Gips', 

thicknessAssignment=FROM_SECTION) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-10'].SectionAssignment(offset=0.0, 

offsetField='', offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, region=Region( 

faces=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-10'].faces.getByBoundingBox(-

0.1,-0.1,-0.1,Stud_x_coordinates[2], Gable_Length,0.1)), 

sectionName='Section-Particle_boards', 

thicknessAssignment=FROM_SECTION) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-11'].SectionAssignment(offset=0.0, 

offsetField='', offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, region=Region( 

faces=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-11'].faces.getByBoundingBox(-

0.1,-0.1,-0.1,Stud_x_coordinates[2]+ofs, Gable_Length,0.1)), 

sectionName='Section-Particle_boards', 

thicknessAssignment=FROM_SECTION)  

# 

# Assign sections because of doors and windows 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-12'].SectionAssignment(offset=0.0, 

offsetField='', offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, region=Region( 

edges=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

12'].edges.getByBoundingBox(0,0,0,Top_Rail_Length+0.1,0.1,0.1)), 

sectionName='Section-studs', thicknessAssignment= 

FROM_SECTION) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-13'].SectionAssignment(offset=0.0, 

offsetField='', offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, region=Region( 

edges=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

13'].edges.getByBoundingBox(0,0,0,Top_Rail_Length+0.1,0.1,0.1)), 

sectionName='Section-studs', thicknessAssignment= 

FROM_SECTION) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-14'].SectionAssignment(offset=0.0, 

offsetField='', offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, region=Region( 

edges=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

14'].edges.getByBoundingBox(0,0,0,0.1,Stud_Length+0.1,0.1)), 

sectionName='Section-studs', thicknessAssignment= 

FROM_SECTION) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-15'].SectionAssignment(offset=0.0, 

offsetField='', offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, region=Region( 

edges=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

15'].edges.getByBoundingBox(0,0,0,0.1,Stud_Length+0.1,0.1)), 

sectionName='Section-studs', thicknessAssignment= 

FROM_SECTION) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-16'].SectionAssignment(offset=0.0, 

offsetField='', offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, region=Region( 

edges=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

16'].edges.getByBoundingBox(0,0,0,0.1,Stud_Length+0.1,0.1)), 

sectionName='Section-studs', thicknessAssignment= 

FROM_SECTION) 

# Gibs boards 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-17'].SectionAssignment(offset=0.0, 

offsetField='', offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, region=Region( 

faces=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-17'].faces.getByBoundingBox(-

0.1,-0.1,-0.1,Top_Rail_Length, Stud_Length,0.1)), 

sectionName='Section-Gips', 

thicknessAssignment=FROM_SECTION) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-18'].SectionAssignment(offset=0.0, 

offsetField='', offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, region=Region( 
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faces=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-18'].faces.getByBoundingBox(-

0.1,-0.1,-0.1,Top_Rail_Length, Stud_Length,0.1)), 

sectionName='Section-Gips', 

thicknessAssignment=FROM_SECTION) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-19'].SectionAssignment(offset=0.0, 

offsetField='', offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, region=Region( 

faces=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-19'].faces.getByBoundingBox(-

0.1,-0.1,-0.1,Top_Rail_Length, Stud_Length,0.1)), 

sectionName='Section-Gips', 

thicknessAssignment=FROM_SECTION) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-20'].SectionAssignment(offset=0.0, 

offsetField='', offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, region=Region( 

faces=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-20'].faces.getByBoundingBox(-

0.1,-0.1,-0.1,Top_Rail_Length, Stud_Length,0.1)), 

sectionName='Section-Gips', 

thicknessAssignment=FROM_SECTION) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-21'].SectionAssignment(offset=0.0, 

offsetField='', offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, region=Region( 

edges=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

21'].edges.getByBoundingBox(0,0,0,0.1,Part21_length+0.1,0.1)), 

sectionName='Section-Coupling_pin3', 

thicknessAssignment=FROM_SECTION)  

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-22'].SectionAssignment(offset=0.0, 

offsetField='', offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, region=Region( 

edges=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

22'].edges.getByBoundingBox(0,0,0,Part_22_length_x+0.1,Part_22_length

_y+0.1,0.1)), sectionName='Section-Coupling_pin4', 

thicknessAssignment=FROM_SECTION) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-23'].SectionAssignment(offset=0.0, 

offsetField='', offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, region=Region( 

edges=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

23'].edges.getByBoundingBox(0,0,0,0.1,Part_23_length+0.1,0.1)), 

sectionName='Section-coupling_pin5', 

thicknessAssignment=FROM_SECTION) 

# 

# Assign beam section orientation 

# 

for i in range(Number_of_parts): 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

'+str(i+1)].assignBeamSectionOrientation(method= 

N1_COSINES, n1=(0.0,0.0,-1.0), region=Region( 

edges=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

'+str(i+1)].edges.getByBoundingBox(0,0,0,Part_member_coord_x[i][1]+0.

1,Stud_Length+0.1,0.1))) 

# Assign beam section orientation because of door and windows 

for i in range(Number_of_Door_Window_parts): 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

'+str(i+12)].assignBeamSectionOrientation(method= 

N1_COSINES, n1=(0.0,0.0,-1.0), region=Region( 

edges=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

'+str(i+12)].edges.getByBoundingBox(0,0,0,Part_member_coord_x[1][1]+0

.1,Stud_Length+0.1,0.1))) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

21'].assignBeamSectionOrientation(method= 

N1_COSINES, n1=(0.0,0.0,-1.0), region=Region( 

edges=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

21'].edges.getByBoundingBox(0,0,0,0.1,Part21_length+0.1,0.1)))  

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

22'].assignBeamSectionOrientation(method= 

N1_COSINES, n1=(0.0,0.0,-1.0), region=Region( 
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edges=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

22'].edges.getByBoundingBox(0,0,0,Part_22_length_x+0.1,Part_22_length

_y+0.1,0.1))) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

23'].assignBeamSectionOrientation(method= 

N1_COSINES, n1=(0.0,0.0,-1.0), region=Region( 

edges=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

23'].edges.getByBoundingBox(0,0,0,0.1,Part_23_length+0.1,0.1))) 

 

Comment 
The script above is part of the python script file used in developing the volume 

modules used in this study. Only part of it is shown here to illustrate how the volume 

module was developed because the whole python file contains 5000 lines of scripting 

which is too much to be shown in this report. However, the full version of the python 

file for this study is made available at the Department of structural engineering 

should anyone want to have a copy of it. 
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APPENDIX 04: (a)Matlab function used to draw the reaction 

forces caused by prescribed displacement 0f 10mm 

%Openings in all walls, model#3 
r_f_B = [0.195, 2.1, 12.92, 27.76, 32.39 ,33.14, 33.15];%reaction forces 

in kN 
r_f_A = [0.194, 1.54, 9.27, 19.71,22.64, 23.0, 23.1];%reaction forces in 

kN 
stiffness= [900,9000,90000,900000,9000000,900000000,90000000000]; 

%percentage increments 

  
figure(1) 

  
loglog(stiffness,r_f_A,'b',stiffness,r_f_B,'r')  
%plot(stiffness,r_f_A,'b',stiffness,r_f_B,'r') 
grid on 
xlabel('Spring stiffness[N/m]') 
ylabel('Reaction forces [kN] ') 
%legend('H11 from FE model') 
legend(['Point A';'Point B']) 
%title('Reaction forces vs displacements for model#3') 
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 APPENDIX 04: (b)Matlab function used to draw reaction 

forces vs displacements  

%Openings in all walls, model#3 
r_f_B = [0,25.68, 38.52];%, 51.36, 64.20,77.03];%reaction forces in kN 
r_f_A = [0,18.66, 27.99];%, 37.32, 46.64, 55.97];%reaction forces in kN 
% 
%Openings in three walls, model#2 
r_f_B_2 = [0,31.94,47.92];%, 63.89,79.86,95.83];%reaction forces in kN 
r_f_A_2 = [0,18.43,27.65];%, 36.87, 46.09, 55.31];%reaction forces in kN 
% 
%Openings in two walls, model#1 
r_f_B_1 = [0,31.92,47.88];%,63.83,79.79,95.75];%reaction forces in kN 
r_f_A_1 = [0,18.67,28];%,37.34,46.67,56.01];%reaction forces in kN 
% 
disp= [0,10, 15];%, 20, 25,30]; %displacements in mm 

  
figure(3) 

  
plot(disp,r_f_A,'*',disp,r_f_B,'r--

',disp,r_f_A_2,'b',disp,r_f_B_2,'r',disp,r_f_A_1,'g--',disp,r_f_B_1,'d')  
grid on 
xlabel('Displacement[mm]') 
ylabel('Reaction forces [kN] ') 
%legend('H11 from FE model') 
legend('Point A(module#3)','Point B(module#3)','Point 

A(module#2)','Point B(module#2)','Point A(module#1)','Point 

B(module#1)') 
%title('Reaction forces vs displacements for model#3') 
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